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Alumni Hear Lockwood
Discuss Changing College
Addressing a meeting of some
200 Alumni, representatives F r i day night in Mather Hall, President of the College Dr. Theodore
Lockwood called for an increased
effort to raise faculty salaries and
Stressed the "need to realize that
times have changed."

Both in his prepared text and in
response to questions from the
audience Lockwood emphasized
that the College's new curriculum,
presently being drawn up by a special committee on curricular revision, would have to be "exciting"
and "different."
"We can't do everything," Lock-

New Rules Approved
By-Council, President
President of the College Theodore D, Lockwood has approved
and declared effective as of October 1, a Preliminary Draft of
College Regulations submitted by
the Trinity College Council.
Approved regulations include offenses such as abuse or physical
assault, possession of weapons,
disturbance of the peace, discrimination, and theft which apply to
faculty, administrators, students,

Samuel Beer
To Deliver
Mead Talk

wood said, "but we must decide
what we can do well and what will
attract students and justify their
choice of Trinity over a larger
university."
The President mentioned the
possibility of the new curriculum
including opportunities to earn
credit off campus, Examples of
such opportunities, mentioned by
Lockwood, included study abroad
and urban work In the Hartford
area.

Lockwood also said that any new
curriculum would have to have the
and their respective organiza- "full support of the faculty."
tions. They also include offenses
In response to questions about
applicable to special groups or
special occasions such as violation radical activity on campus>*eferof special administrative regula- red to as "trouble" by the alumtions governing the conduct of nus who asked the question, Lockfraternity affairs or those con* wood said that "students today are
cerning. organized social affairs. putting into practice the very asThe two page document recog- sumptions we have always chernizes the responsibility of the ished."
regulatory system to "contribute
to the creation and to the mainHe expressed the hope that the
tenance of an environment in which new Trinity College Council and
teaching, learning, research, and proposed judicial system, would
other activities related to these provide adequate channels for stupursuits may be undertaken freely- dent opinion and make violent proand responsibly." Certain of- test unnecessary.
fenses, considered to "jeopardize
the welfare of the community and
Lockwood saw a lessening of
that of its three constituent bod- pressure on students to join fraies, Students, Faculty, and Ad- ternities. Mentioning the South
ministrators" are listed in the Campus Social Dorm, he said that
document. Those'committing such there is now an "attractive alterinfractions it declares "may be native." He said, however, that
rendered liable to disciplinary ac- "a number of such alternatives
tion through .the judicial system are needed."
authorized by the College."
In addition to those items apFraternities, Lockwood declarproved, the" report of COLLEGE ed, have no reason to be defenREGULATIONS lists four points sive. "They are trying out new
(Continued on Page19)
.ideas and are prospering."

by Tim Wallich
Dr. Samuel H. Beer, an authority on political theory and the
parliamentary
government of
Western Europe, will deliver the
Mead Lecture in Government this
evening at 7;45 pm in the McCook
Auditorium.
Dr. Beer, Professor of Government and member of the faculty
of Public1 Administration
at
Harvard, will
discuss
"The
Modernization of British Politics."
His most recent book, BRITISH
POLITICS IN THE COLLECTIVIST
Dean of the Faculty Robert W.
AGE, received the Woodrow Wilson
Award for the "Best book on poli- Fuller said.in a conference Sattics, government or international urday morning that the success of
affairs published in the United the College over the next decade
Slates in 1965." This volume will would be determined .to a large
appear next year in paperback with extent by the level of faculty, salan additional chapter based on this aries. Speaking in McCook Audilecture.
torium to a group of Alumni fund
According toO.W. Brogar, liter- raisers, Fuller noted that the Colary critic of the New York TIMES, lege needed only marginal addiBeer "knows
England extremely tions to the physical plant-over the
,, a n d for a great part of his \ ten year period, but that large salex
xcellnt study he is the pure ary raises were a must.
Pointing to a,list of average
scholar. He has a theoretical
iramework involving a discussion salaries of full time faculty memw the basic "philosophical differ- bers at small colleges in the East,
ences between the conservative and Fuller indicated that Trinity was
tne c
ollectivist point of view." The last on the list. He also remarked
that the College was the, only institution not to increase its level
(Continued on Page 8)

Fuller Asks More Funds
For Faculty Pay Hikes

AVERAGE SALARY FOR FULL TIME FACULTY
INSTITUTION

1967-68

Amherst
Haverford
Williams
Wesleyan
Tufts
Union
Bowdoin
Colby
TRINITY

$14,053
12,430
12,103
11,903
11,533
11,492
11,263
10,813
10,384

~

.

INCREASE
OVER 1966-67
$602
664
520
607
609
531
473
203
38

by over $200 from the 1966-67
academic year. The average increase was $38 at. Trinity.
Fuller added that alumni contributions next year, "have got to
go to faculty salaries."
The Dean noted that Trinity
needed an improved faculty and
higher pay levels if the College
was to stay, "in the competition,"
and especially If the College were
to retain the young faculty who
often receive offers of $3000 to
$4000 to teach at other universities or colleges.
According to Fuller, it is these
young professors who are the bulk
of the faculty, and often times
among the best teachers. They
feel the least loyalty to a college,
the greatest need to provide security for their families, and who
therefore are the most likely to
leave he continued. Applying the
term, "the migrant workers of
the intellectual class" to these
young professors, Fuller .claimed
that they prefer teaching at the
liberal arts colleges, but that the
outside offers are sometimes top
lucrative to turn down.
Examples oi the amount of money needed to pull even with other
small colleges wj^re^ based on the
present number of ISO professors
employed at Trinity. On the whole,
Trinity needs $200,000 on an
across the board increase to equal
the present pay ievel at Wesleyan.
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The Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

Pledging Procedures
Justified by Fraternity
Objecting to pledge procedures,
one junior and two sophomores
resigned their memberships from
PI Kappa Alpha fraternity last
week. Two other members who do
not plan to drop out also expressed
dissatisfaction with "humanly degrading" pledge practices in. an
interview Friday night.
Pi Kappa Alpha President David
A. Seidel '69, in an interview Saturday, held that pledge procedures
played a "minor role" in the decisions of the two pledges who
dropped out. Paul Bloomsburg'71,
who was chairman of his pledge
class, told his "big brother" that he
was depledging because he "wanted
to give 100% or nothing to the fraternity," Seidel disclosed. Carlton
C. Taylor ^71, who pledged last
Wednesday and depledged Thursday, did not have an opportunity to
perform any pledge duties, Seidel
explained.
Alan R. Gladstone '70, the junior
who de-actlvated, and Alfred L.
Singer '69 described the following
practices to which they object;
Pledges are asked to participate in
"dessert races," run to answer the
phone, and respond to the commands, "Pledge, please light my
cigarette," and Pledge, please fill
my glass." Singer, who intends to
remain in the fraternity working
for change, said these practices
were degrading to the pledges and
were occasionally accompanied by
excessive shouting.
David S. Carman '70 Who partici• pated in an interview Saturday with
Seidel and Robert B. Fawber '71,
a Pike pledge, said that the i r a ternity looked upon the pledge
practices as "fun." .
Carman dexribed the "desert
race" as an activity in which the
pledges eat their desserts without
the aid of their hands. "Rather
than just do it, which, would' be
a bore," he explained, "we see who
can do it first." "Iwas the champ,"
Seidel Interjected, "I enjoyed it."
Carman and Seidel explained that
there are two levels of meaning to
the pledge procedures. The first is
that they are "fun." Seidel hy-

pothesized that problems arise
when the pledges •.; fail torealize.
that ! it "is just; a game.1' .The
second and, according to Carman,
one of the most important levels Is
the "spirit of unity" produced by
the pledge duties. "It's just that
all of a sudden they're *\\ doing
the same thing, trying to get thatphone answered, so just for a
moment there is a spirit of one-

SteeleForms
Biafra Chest
Dr. H. McKim Steele, Jr., assistant professor of History at the •••
College, announced Sunday night
the formation of a Biafra Emergency Relief Fund to provide food
and medical supplies for the blockaded; Biafran nation.
The Senate immediately endorsed the fund at its Sunday night
meeting' in a resolution thafurges
all members of the Trinity College
Community to give generously in
the interest .of humanity." The
resolution passed unanimously.
Creation of the fund came after
Steele had met with several members of the Committee for Political
Action (COMPACT) early Sunday
evening. Although COMPACT initiated the concept of a Biafra fund,,
It turned the project over to an
autonomous group because it did
not want political bias to interfere
with raising, money COMPACT
spokesman, Ted Lieverman '71explained. .•'•• :
"Certainly we're willing to help
in any way we can," commented
Lieverman, "but our politics are
irrelevant at this'point. This is
strictly a humanitarian move-,
ment."
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Steel also emphasized the nonpartisan nature of the fund.: Expressing his own doubts about
Biafra's political stand, he never-;
theless made It very clear that
"the overriding consideration is
the suffering of the population."
According to Steele, fundraising efforts wj.ll begin with a dorm
(Continued on Page 10)
;
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Truffaut's 'Bride:' I™ g Playhouse Features
Murder, Revenge Two Psychological Dramas
by Compton Maddux
First, let this, reviewer reveal
his prejudices. There are three
women in this world that I could
literally stare at, in static r e pose, for the duration of any feature
length film. They, are Julie
Christie, Catherine Deneuve and
Jeanne Moreau. For sure and
feminine presence Julie Christie
cannot be rivaled. One single frame
in PETULIA could have satiated
my visula needs for hours. Catherine Deneuve is not only a superb
actress but also possesses a certain carnal magnetism that rivals
Marilyn Monroe. It may seem
like a somewhat arbitrary move to
place Jeanne Moreau in the same
category as these two. Jeanne
Moreau represents the opposite
end of the scale. She is an older
woman than the two former and
is not as attractive, but -to me
she is the most desirable.
Possessing years of experience,
she is the aged sex siren grown
more sexy. One is ever conscious
of her presence as a woman-seductive, competent and emotionalyet, she has a curious strain of
the masculine running through her •
character.
Her face exudes
, strength and almost a sadistic
bent, as her lips curve in a voluptuous sneer and her eyes p r e suppose
an almost hollowhardened interior-cold andcalculating. She is selfenshrouded in a
kind of mystery whose last page
is written across the top of her
thighs. It is this unknown expectation of a viewer which makes her
so eminently desirable. But why
• all this talk of Jeanne Moreauwhy the hell don't you review
:.;'!The. Bride Wore Black" directed
by Francois .Truffaut? WELL, the
basic problem lies in the fact
that it's difficultto remember anything but the legs and face of
Jeanne Moreau,
Basically "The Bride Wore
. Black" is a story of one bride's
vengeful
obliteration of her
husband's accidental killers. The
actual shooting is convincing' and
shows once again the strange power
that a high-powered rifle with a
telescopic sight possesses. Her
(Jeanne Moreau's) husband is killed on the wedding day as they come
out of the church. The rest of
the film is devoted to the bride's
subsequent
suicidal
attemptfailure-and then her murderous

by Vaughn P.M. Keith

The intimate surroundings of
Obviously the murder sequences the Image Playhouse create a fitare somewhat contrived and raise ting atmosphere for the current
a number of practical problems- presentation of two one-act plays
like does one leave paring knives from the modern theatre.
The first is a rather immature
lying around prisons or how can
a woman be so adept at throwing study of psychological conflicts,
handkerchiefs from balconies so entitled FERRYBOAT, written by
that they catch on abutments and the young dramatist Leonard Melhypnotised men fall after them? ' fi. Juanita Lento portrays a shapeYet these can all be explained in ly yet relatively insensitive colterms of the bride's almost Circe- lege student travelling on a New
like attraction-turning all men to York ferry, who is unexpectedly
accosted by another passenger.
swine.
Certainly as far as sheer com- The latter, whose name is Joey
petency with a moving camera, Dove (played by Robert A. HarpTruffaut has few. rivals. In two. er), initially appears as a naive
yet persistent young man trying
to pick up the attractive co-ed.
After many futile attempts at starting conversation, at last he threatsens to commit suicide because of
his loneliness. At this point the
"•personalities of the two characters are practically reversed: she
becomes very apologetic tor her
blunt refusals and cold mien while
he begins to use coarse and forceful language, finally succeeding in
making a date with her.
vow.

Criticism.

short hours Truffaut draws more
than five characterizations and
. draws them adequately. In the same
time he weaves and counterweaves
four major plots and six subplots. With all this complication
never once does the tempo lag.
The film for all it contains, is
fast and moving.
Two sequences in the film merit
further comment. Here is Truffaut
at his best, molding the malleable
celluloid in"his hands, and producing vivid visual imagery. The
second and last kills^aW 's'iWply
incredible. The former, underthe
influence of poison, watches Moreau do an almost demonic death
dance before him to the frantic
and impatient pace of a mandoline.
Yet the dance is in reality devoid
of passion and mellowed with a
certain detachem passivity on the
part of the dancer. For, she has
never seen her victim before and
yet he loves her. As she dances
we see the room and Moreau
through his eyes. As he nears
death he begins to hallucinate, all
reality becoming hopelessly caught
up in the vortex created by the
swirl of Moreau's skirt-a picture
(Continued on Page 3)

Robert Harper must be congratulated for sustaining the role of
Joey Dove; the cynosure of the
play who speaks an easy 90% of
the total dialogue. Consequently
the audience often gets the impression that he is not addressing
the girl any longer but is rather
presenting philosophical soliloquies. This is, however, more the
fault of Mr. > Melfi, who seems
more intent upon lecturing his audience than in presenting them with
' realistic dialogue.
•',
, Juanita Lento, on the other hand,
has a very static role, speaking
infrequently; and moving only to
change magazines in impatience.
Her movements and facial expressions, furthermore, were unfortunately too mechanical and not
varied enough to give the impression of a real individual.
When at last the play concluded,
I felt neither moved nor enlightened, a criticism, as I have said,
to be leveled not so much at the
actors, who did their utmost, but
against the playwright, who has not
matured sufficiently to present a
truly animate play to his audience.
The second play, however, enthralled the audience for its entire
duration. THE TIGER by Murray
Schisgal is a comedy with thesub-

Frumunda

'Noise Passing for Music9
by D.J, Reilert
Anothersummer has ended, and
rock people are back at work, trying to mold something out of t'.ie
trends and moods which manifested themselves during the past
three months.
Last year, America discovered
"psychedelic" music, and, inspired by such different sources as
Sgt., Pepper and Jimi Hendrix,
set, out to play freaky music. The
winter- brought a new, more important trend. Musicians began to
take a very hard look at the Roots;
.folk, country, and blues..Much of
summer's . undisciplined energy
•was redirected by groups like Procol Harum, the Fish, Cream, and
Buffallo Springfield (whose "Buf•i falo Springfield Again1 - Atco
SD 33-226 - remains probably the
best compendium of rock music).
As the winter progressed, however, one saw a split of the scene
into three areas. The first was
the so-called commercial area,
the 45 market, where records
were made primarily to be sold,
with little regard , for esthetic
value. The second was the "New
Bock", where musicians worked
primarily as artists, admittedly
sloppy at times; but this could

be expected in a new "art form".
But the third area is a bastard
of the two, and its growth is cheapening the entire movement. Many
large companies, and more smaller ones, have been packaging obscure, rather worthless groups,
backing them up with lavish publicity campaigns, and passing them
of as "important events In the
new music", ~° r whatever. Last
winter, MGM bought the rights to
several Boston acts, most dreadful on a national scale, and created a press lie about the "Bosstown" sound. NEWSWEEK told the
nation about _this new, vital and,
most important, straight bunch of
band people around the Hub, and
similar stories gave everyone the
impression that these groups rivaled those from San Francisco.,
Then MGM sent the Beacon Street
Union across the country. It was
a very cruel tour, especially on the
.: Coast, where people know better.
Epic spent $15,000 promoting eight
unheard-of groups last winter,
: Luckily, they still are. Just look
at Korvette'S rack, and you'llsee
all kinds of stuff you wouldn't
want to listen to, let alone buy.
But impressed kids buy them,
attracted by the package, or
strangeness of the product, and

it's gradually accepted by the public as good.
Then there are the long songs.
These are fine when done with
some planning and creativity, but
when People come out with a fullside atrocity, and-a once-impressive group (the Grateful Dead)
puts out a sloppy, disjoint, unmusical full-record song, then one
must suspect the musicaiintegrity
of many groups today. Everyone
is very excited by rock's new status as art. Hence, novices have
gone about, composing odd symphonies of spotty sound, hoping
that some critic or group of people,
will discover the real meaning
and wave wave length of the work
(and clue the creators in).
There is simply a lot of noise
passing for valid 'music nowadays.
This summer's big thing, blues
(which might be discussed later),
is making many people yearn for
the days when rock was vital,
clean and tight. Albums like Dylan and the Byrds' latest, the
Beatles1 and Stones' latest two
singles, Buffalo Springfield's last
albums, and the huge tide of root
blues, both black and white, maintain -"hope the rock, family will
eventually clean the rubbish out
Of its household.
-

tl-ety, irony, realism, farce and
mastery of a Shakespeare of Moliere chef d'oeuvre. Benjamin,
played by Dwight Martin, is the
"tiger" of the title, a middle-aged,
paunchy, stentorian New Yorker
with a strong bent for misanthropy.
Thus he kidnaps a young, married
housewife because, as lie puts It,
"Any woman who tramps the
streets at night is a whore! And
ipso facto she gets what she de1
serves."
Gloria, played by Carole Milano, is at first horrified, but as
the piece progresses she soon becomes attached to this strange
recluse, who taught himself all
he knows, can speak glibly of Plato, Neitzsche or Dante and has the
comprehensive vocabulary of a
college professor
humorously
mixed with the coarse slang of
the Bronx. As a result, he has
given himself a "doctorate in comprehensive ontology".
Schiagal's masterful use of the
cliche not only gives a realistic
humor to the play but also helps
to accentuate the principal theme,
that of conformity. Both charac-

ters eventually remark,"There's
no communication between people
any mare!" and the ultimate irony
is expressed when Gloria exclaims, "Nobody listens!" to which
Benjamin simply asks, "What?"
There are moments of farce a s '
when Gloria attempts to Improve
Benjamin's French by giving him,
lessons, moments of strong poetry
as when Benjamin mimics the
typical middle-class businessman
and moments of tense emotion as
when Benjamin speaks of the something "primeval inside us", the
"fluid, primitive passion". Furthermore, both Dwight Martin and
Carole Milano, by adding a Hffte
bit of their own personalities to
their roles, have given these fictional characters a realism that is f
at once effective and immediate.*' f
Thus the second performance
, more than makes up for the sMgW
weaknesses of the first and makes
an evening at the Image an entertainment special.
Bay Sciiinn,
director of THE TIGER, summed
up the two plays extremely well
when Jie said, "One is like Giiy
Lombardo; the other is ... well •*
... like the Doors."

Film Society Planning
Strongest Season Yet
by Ted Kroll
This year the Trinity Film Society presents its strongest season
yet with a .dazzling- selection of
films from the world cinema. New
this fall is the addition of a Saturday series which will offer only
movies made within the past ten
years. This" combined with the regular Sunday classic series will
provide the Trinity canvpus with
a complete survey of cinema,
covering most of the major genres, periods, and movements in
film history. The definitive films
of German expressionism, Italian
neo-realism and the French nouvelle vague will alternate with the
best musicials, thrillers, comedies, and Westerns ever made.
Aside
from
its historical
depth t'he most exciting aspect of
the film series is the abundance
of movies made by strong directors, or, if you will, film auteurs.
Leading- the list are prime works
from the art of Alfred Hitchcock,
Howard Hawks, and John Ford.
Suspicion (1941), an early American Hitchcock, is one of his more
romantic films in which Joan Fontaine falls desperately in love with
Cary Grant even though she believes he is planning to murder
her. Mix Bogart, young Lauren
Bacall, and Howard Hawks' direction with William Faulkner's script
of .Raymond Chandler's The BigSleep (1946) and you get one of the
best "private-eye" mystery films.
Plot gets so complicated and
confused that even Hawks cannot
figure out who commits one of the
murders, but that doesn't really
matter. The John Ford film in the
series is his first post-war Western, My Darling Clementine
(1946). Ford based the movie on
Wyatt Earp's personal account of .
the gunfight at the O.K. Corral.

Nobody makes Westerns better |
than John Ford and this is among f
his best.
, 5
Other highlights from, a direct- i
or's point of view are: The Mag-j;
nificent Seven (Kurosawa; 1954)In its original Japanese version the
familiar story becomes thedeflni-;
tive action movie lacking all, Hollywood sentimentality. Metropolis |
(Lang, 1926) - A view of the future "j
from the twenties in which the !
working classes are baited infa.j
revolution by the robot Maria, • / !
tool of the ruling clique. On Sat- f
urday nights there is the opporr |
tunity to see the. development or*f
the ruling clique. On Saturday f
nights there is the opportunity to ;
see the development of Francois j
Truffaut from his first, Les Quatre j
Cents Coups (1959), to Ms color;1
Julie Christie film, Fahrenheit 451 ;
(1966). Also in the Saturday series.;
wili be Arthur Penn's little known !
feature of the underground, Mickey :
One 1965).
:
Besides all these, are the' pure*
delights of cinema such as 42ncl.y
Street (1933), a Busby Berkeley su-;
per - musical Monkey Business)
(1931), a rare Marx Brothers com- ;
edy, Ruggles of Red Gap (1935), i
starring Charles baughton, a nigty;
of Laurel and Hardy, and finally;
Freaks (1932) on Halloween.
I
All of these joys can be had for;
a five dollar season ticket or fifty;
cents per show. The Saturday night;
series,
having- been obtained
through 'the American Film So-i
ciety, will cost seventy-five cents
per show p l u s an initial fifty cents'
membership fee. In addition to the
series the Film Society is starting
a film bulletin tp open up discus-*
sion on cinema which will hopefully
lead to some film making on cam4
pus.
:

MacMurratj CoMectron
At The Arts Center
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College to Conduct
Music Workshop"
A Music Repertory Workshop the Repertory Workshop. They infor young people of the Central clude Richard Brown of the HartConnecticut area, who now per- ford Public Library; James Looby,
form on stringed, wind, brass or education editor of the Hartford
percussion instruments, will be Courant; Doris Raynor, former
conducted Sunday afternoons at the music supervisor, East Hartford;
Austin Arts Center at the College. Lloyd Schmidt, consultant in
The Repertory Workshop, which music, State, of Connecticut; Ira
• will be conducted under the di- Singer, assistant superintendent of
rection of Baird Hastings, a schools, West Hartford; Anthony
director of instrumental music, Tercyak,
Connecticut Music
will be offered free of charge. Educators Association; and Mrs.
The College has written'music Jean Tomat,. Hartt College of
teachers in the area to refer Music,
students for the workshop which
has been approved by the Connecticut Board of Control for NonAthletic Events as an authorized
activity. The workshop director
also hopes to contact interested
young people not currently in
school through
neighborhood
.houses, the YMCA, YWCA, Boys
The Preceptorial Program, deClub, scout groups and other orscribed by one sophomore as a
ganizations. .
experiment in other
The Workshop is planned for "laboratory
has been re-established
eight open rehearsals, beginning people,"
November 17. Six will be held at, the College. The purpose of
from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Austin
Arts- Center on Nov. 17, Dec. 1,
15, Jan. 19, 26 and Feb. 2. The
last two readings wiil'be conducted
in Mather Hall from 1:30 to 3:30
on Feb., 9 and 23.
The initial repertory will inelude reading a masterpiece dur. ing the weekly open rehearsal to
be. chosen from compositions by
The three major genres of ItalBeethoven, Schubert, Tchaikov- ian literary works: drama, narrasky, Bizet, Dvorak, Haydn, Mo- tive, and poetry, are collected and
zart, Handel, Mussorgsky and edited by Professor Michael R,
various modern composers.
Campo in his recently published
Mr. Hastings, founder and con- work. Pirandello, Moravia, and
ductor of the Mozart Festival Italian Poetry: Intermediate Read'Orchestra, said assistance in the,- •' ings in Italian. .
workshop "from advanced TrinProblems
of versification,
ity students and professional mu- metrical forms, and poetic idiom
sicians from the Hartford area plus critical introductions to each
will help insure that each partici- literary work, as well as exercipant will receive an exciting new ses and periodic reviews of gramexperience in music."
mar, are presented in this text
The workshop, arranged by containing selections never before
Hastings, was inspired by Presi- included in college textbooks. The
dent, Theodore D. Lockwood-, who editor has included in the book
has long shared a deep interest in complete and annotated text of
music. Hastings called on Presi- Pirandello's Sei personnaggi and
dent Lockwood shortly after he took Moravia's Agostino.
office in July and the president
said, "I would like to see Trinity punish the guilty-and who is guilty
provide a rich musical experience and who is innocent? Our "keep
for the young people of this com- killing" attitudes seem to suggest
a moral discrepancy that cannot be
munity,"
rectified. Right and wrong become
In addition to Dr. Lockwood sev- relative terms. Above all, beside
eral distinguished educators came lelling a fine tale, Truffaut seems
forward to help in the formation of to be asking the question: where
and what is morality; and
commenting on the archaic nature
of the existing moral code. It
is totally inadequate. And we, the
(Continued from Page 2)
know it is, acknowledge
frame here-Moreau's face- an- audience,
it is and in the long run don't
other picture-Moreau-a chair-and care. At worst, THE BRIDE WORE
on it goes until you are in fact BLACK is melodrama with
caught up in-the maelstrom, carri- numerous technical faults; attest,
ed irresistably with Jeanne Moreau it is a superb-andfascinationcomto the final denouement. She has ment on moral abandonment. It
taken--on the role of a white- is not Truffaut at his finest, but
clad, avenging angel against.the it is Truffaut and not Hollywood.
supremacy of the male community That's enough.
as she kills them with their own
virility. It is a beautiful-reversal
of roles and it is convincing. This
is shown by the fact that you
don't want Moreau to miss. She.
captures moments so successfully
that you don't want her to get
caught.
.
I recently- saw a film called
TARGETS, the Texas sniper incident. Truffaut does the same
thing with a camera the sniper
does with a telescopic sight. It's
almost a suspension of time just
before time is negated by death.
The frightening part came when I
REALISED r didn't want the sniper
to miss. I was carried forward
by the impetus of the moment.
Thus with Moreau in the BRIDE,
she becomes the exponent of action.
The audience is fascinated by her
murders, which raises the inter-,
esting question: do we
as the
audience sanction . a ! murder
providing we sympathize with the . if you're not doing something
motive? The "Bride" can find no
with your life,
replacement for her loss-does that
alone justify her actions? This, of : it doesn't matter how long it is:
course, .questions the tenets of pur"
«£*,
The Peace Corps.
.formalized, legality. Does our law
•Tj W advertising contribute: f *r t!v- ;:ijbtic good
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Student Legal Defense Plan
Tabled at Senate Meeting
by Jim Hall

religion nor against any type of
crime.
A motion for aStudent Legal DeThe defense plan recommends
fense Fund was tabled after -m that the Senate offer a $250 grant
intensive discussion over its fin - to start the fund and appropriate
cial feasability and legal ramif: -- additional money in the future as it
tions at the Senate meetingSunu y, shall deem necessary. Mason exSeptember 9. The plan, forwarded plained that most of the money is
by Stu Mason '71, provides im- to be obtained through student and
mediate funds for bail and legal business community pledges.
counsel to any student arrested Under the defense fund plan a stuwhile enrolled in a course at dent will be required to return the
Trinity College, and makes no dis- money granted for the bail fee and
xrimination as to race, creed, or be requested to reimburse the fund

Purpose of Preceptorial Defined
As Program Begins Second Year
Literary
Collection
Published

Bride, Murder...

the program, according to its
founder, Dean of Students Roy
Health, is to create "an honest
display of what you're feeling or
thinking at that moment." While
concentrating on the "here and
now," continued Heath, these
groups were to "preserve the
sanctity of the unexpected."
During a discussion oi the Preceptorial Program held last
Thursday in Wean Lounge, most
sophomores who participated in
the program last year commented
favorably on it. Theyall expressed
the opinion that a freshman should
not join a preceptorial group unless he is psychologically prepared for it. "You don't aim for
anything," explained Peter Lawrence "71, "but be yourself, and
let things go the way they will."
The sophomores who participated in the discussion felt that
little danger could result from
the program, although it was conceded by some that a "sustained
dump" — intense criticism, directed at one member of a preceptorial group for a long period
of time — can cause problems,
and resulted last year in the
withdrawal of some students from'
the program.
Another
related problem,
claimed sortie sophomores, Occurs
when one group splits up into what
Philip Griffith ' 71 termed "factious
groups." Bob Osher"?l stated
that his preceptorial last year "did
not jibe with the sort of people to
whom I wanted to reveal my confidential and. personal ideas." It is
necessary
to "fight back,"
countered Chris Bezoff '71, when
groups tend to divide.
Some explained that they discovered more~ about themselves
through'the program. "I've always
thought I may be a snob,"asserted
George Wheelwright '70, "But I
was assured of this after being
called on it at each meeting."

Sheldon Crosby ' 71 noted that he
enjoyed the group because "I got
myself out of it." KeithFunston'71
found his group "interesting but not
constructive."
Heath advised the "somewhat adventurous students" to participate
so that they would have a chance to
"see different things through other
people."

Phi Mu Belts
To Remain At
South Campus
The Phi Mu Delta fraternity
failed this summer to obtain an
official
residential fraternity
house. It was the second unsuccessful attempt made by this
thirty-eight member fraternity
since its establishment on campus
and nationalization in the spring
of 1966.
On June 4 the fraternity's last
chance in her legal fight to establish a residence, a zoningvariance, was turned down in the
local courts. The proposed location
for the house, a building on Allen
Place, was found unsuitable because it lacked a sufficient sideyard, and "because of the complaints of neighboring residents,
one of whom was a former dean
at Trinity College. The denial of
the Allen Place location, the only
possible one existing, has eliminated the hope of any fraternity of
establishing a new residence anywhere . within the vicinity, of the
school. There is one alternative,
however, and that is the one of
reconverting the R.O.T.c. Hall,
located on Vernon Street, directly across from the Sigma Nu
house.

.

-

• • • ' ! . . • " •

Phi Mu Delta is presently work -

for the counseling fees if he Is
financially able.
In response to the question from
the floor as to the necessityofthis
fund since the College already assumes an In Loco Parentis position
concerning arrests, Mason explained that the College is
presently reviewing this position,
and will eventually eliminate the
practice of offering bail money for
students. He added that the student
body cannot expect to benefit from
the comfortable aspects of an In
Loco Parentis position and hope to
be free from social restrictions
such as parietal hours.
Another senator questioned the
ability of the community toassume
collective responsibility for these
individual crirnes of our members.
Steve Keeney '71 .answered that
Trinity should, function
as a community and that^: community has a
duty to provide security for its
members. He said that the community must respect the: conscience of its members and show
no discrimination.
After a suggestion from the
floor, Mason amended his originalmotion : and included faculty
members under the protection of
this plan.
During a long discussion period
questions on control of the money,
specifically that money granted for
counsel fees, andonlegalresponsibility were raised.
Senator Jim Graves '71 agreed
that this legal defense fund plan
should be evolved, though he questioned the role that the senate
ought to play in its evolution.
Commenting on the tenuous position of senate funds Senator Ted
Cook '70 said that "a legal fund is
dangerous if it cannot be "called
upon," and he asked for a better
. perspective on this large legal,
responsibility.
:
A question was raised and went
unanswered as to the 10% depreciation fee on bail money in the state
of Connecticut illustrating thelack
of legal knowledge on the question.
Several questions were raised concerning the feelings of the student
body about a fund such as the one
proposed.
Steve Keeney' 71 made a motion
to have the proposal for a Student
Legal Defense Plan sent to the
structures Committee for a more
comprehensive study of the plan
and the motion was carried.
ing on this "prospect. Meanwhile,
the fraternity will continue to
maintain a social lounge in the
basement of South Campus - C,
•where, aided by the recent es:tablishment__of drinking rights in
this lounge, they plan to conduct
their social affairs.
,
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AN OPEN INVITATION
Dr. Robert Fuller will
show a film on his work in a Seattle
ghetto school

Thursday at

7:30 in Ogilby Dining Hall.
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An Evaluation of 168 Participants
(The following article is the
summary from former Senate
President Kieth M. Miles report on
the 168 students who participated
in the student-takeover
of
Williams Memorial last year. In
the tables "168" refers to the
students who participated and
' "1015" to those who did not
participate.)
BACKGROUND:

ACADEMIC
and energy than the non-participants in extracurricular activities.
The Admissions Office rated the
participants higher than the nonparticipants in their success in
activities in high school and their
potential success in college activities. The Admissions Office also
rated the participants higher in
their potential for character development and personality development. More participants than
non-participants were chosen for
positions of responsibility and a
greater percentage of participants
succeeded in joining non-athletic
organizations.

Also proportionately twice as many
participants as non-participants
gave blood during the TrinityBlood
Drive. It seems that the participants did not recently obtain their
"social consciousness" but possessed it early in their college
careers.

It seems that the largest percentage of the participants came
from the Middle Atlantic states,
SOCIAL:
especially Ntw York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, whereas
Another area of behavior in
the greatest concentration of nonwhich the non-participants indulgparticipants was In the New Ened more than the participants was
gland states, perhaps the myth
heterosexual social activity. This
of the "conservative New Englancould be due to the fact that a greatder" is no myth.
er number of the non-participants
By religion, the percentage of
than participants were members of
people of the Jewish faith among
In studying the eight student fraternities and it has been shown
the participants was twice as great groups,which represent positions that fraternity members carry on
as the percentage of Jews not participating. However, over twice as
many Protestants as Jews participated in the sit-in. Also, the
TABLE 6, COLLEGE
percentage of Roman Catholics was
much lower among the participants
than among the non-participants.
This trend has been shown to be
1968
true in other social reform move168
ments.
Average
A larger percentage of students
Verbal
629
among the participants came from
663
public schools rather than private
Math
. schools. Also', more of the partiTOTAL
1292
cipants than the rion-participants
1015
are receiving financial aid from
Average
the college. This difference is priVerbal
marily due to the presence in the
601
sit-in group of the Negro students, •
Math
660
almost all of whom are receiving
1261
TOTAL
large scholarships.
ACADEMIC:

was significant for both the Class
of 1968 ami the Class of 1969.
On the other hand the participants
wore- "long pants without socks"
more often than the non-participants did. Wearing no socks can
be thought of as one way of conforming. This then would seem to
indicate that the participants not
only were more sensitive to a pressure to conform but did in fact
conform more than the non-participants in their behavior. However, this conclusion is based on
only two items,
Another characteristic of the
participants is a carefree attitude
towards money. The participants
borrowed and loaned money more
often than the non-participants.
The participants also "purpose-

intelligent, more so than his fellow classmates. His interests lie
in the humanities and social sci- •
ences and his performance is well
above average in these areas. His
Intellectual curiosity is greater'
than that of his classmates as he
pursues his interests and. attends
many campus lectures. He has little regard for an organized or rigId academic life as evidenced by
his disdain for deadlines for papers and his propensity for staying
up all night studying. He derives
great enjoyment from bull sessions
and other verbal discussion.
In extracurricular affairs he is
very active and has been chosen
for a position of responsibility by
his classmates. Although he fre-

BOARD SCORES
1969

1970

621
661

647
663

1282

1310

618
659

628
675

1277

1303

1971

637
647
1284

623
659
1282

TABLE 8, ADMISSIONS OFFICE RATING OF ACADEMIC POTENTIAL

The largest differences between
the participants and the non-participants were found in the area
of academic achievement. In ev1968
1.971
Average
• 1969
1S70
ery measure of achievement studied, the participants were higher
than the non-participants. Even
168
5.58
5.47
before the students entered Trin4.98
4.85
5.18
ity there was a large difference
1015
4.76
4.86
4.94
4 Q0
5.01
between the records of the two
TABLE 12, PERCENTAGE ON DEAN'S LIST
groups. The participants had higher College Board Scores (especially verbal) and ranke'd higher in
the secondary school class. Also,
1968
Total
1969
1971
1970
the Admissions Office rated the
participants as having greater aca71.1
168
demic potential than the non-parti75.0
45.2
36.2
10.6
cipants.
1015
49.0 :
41.3
31.1
17.4
21.4
Since entering Trinity the participants have achieved a better
academic record than the non"•«
i
i i
IIIIIIIIHIwmmmmwmm
participants. This trend can be
seen in terms of the percentage of responsibility it seems that the a much more active social, life
on the Dean's List, their average closer a group is in its dealings than do Independents, However, ly Ignored another student" more quently attends athletic events he-.
ranic-in-class, or the percentage with administrative officials, the .it seems clear from such items often than did the non-participants does not participate actively on an;
of each group in phi Beta Kappa greater the participation ofTthat as "written to a girl", "had a and they "did not stop in the Cave athletic team. His interests include j
(23% of/Senior participants and 8% group in the,,sit-in. The Senate date for a big -weekend", "gone if their friends were not there" the problems of the community andf
of; Senior non-participants). A Presidents, Senators, and Medusa steadily with a girl", "discussed more often than the non-partici- he participates in community pro-;
J
. larger, percentage of the partici- members work very, closely with marriage with a girl", and others pants. This seems to indicate a grams. .
Socially, the participant is less!
pants majored in :the Humanities, the administration in governing and of a similar nature, that the non- certain "cl.iquishness" on the part
active than his classmates. Hei
and ..Social Sciences with English disciplining the students, yet two- participants have more serious re- of the participants,
Perhaps the most outstanding dates less and generally does notr
' and History being the most popu-'. thirds of the^ members of these lationships with girls than do the
lar subjects.: =•
•-.•..
groups participated in: the sit-in. participants. As was mentioned characteristic of the participants have a serious relationship with a
- .The data from the Social Eval- On the other hand the Carberus earlier the large number of parti- was their outspokenness. The par- girl. His interests seem to Be ii|
uation showed that the participants rarely comes into contact with the cipants responding to these ques- ticipants wrote more letters and other areas. He is more thanliket
did much more non-required read- administration and had only 6.6% tions in the ''yes, but not this year" articles for the TRIPOD and parly not a member of a fraternity^
ing, both for their courses and of its members participate in the category would seem to indicate ticipated much more in bull sesthe social center of the campusj
for their own enjoyment, than did sit-in. It is clear/that a greater that, although heterosexual activ- . sions and class discussions. ParHe seems unconcerned about mon-j
.: the non-parti:ctpants.: Also, more percentage of participants than, ity is hot as important to them ticipants also argued witli their etary matters and small rules con-i
• of,i: the participants than the non-\ non-participants occupied posi- now, it was .earlier in their lives,' brothers, sisters, and girl friends cerning due dates for papers or
.participants participated in .bull tions of responsibility on the cam- perhaps in secondary school. This more often than the non-partici- electrical appliances in his room;
movement away from serious het- pants did. There seemed to be He is sensitive to a pressure t<j)
sessions and contributed; to. class pus,
• discussion. In general the partici- -• .:Ohe area in;.which ilie non-par- erosexual relationships could be more of a willingness to partici- conform and may conform to the
•pants :seem to show'great.er Intel-. • itic-lpants ,,.surpassed the parties due to the participants' increased pate and a desire to be heard behavior of his own group, which'
with extracurri- among the non-participants.
lectual enthusiasm-/arjdfeuriosity^ ..pantsi.,• ' wa's^athletics. Well over preoccupation
tends to be cliquish.
\
- than their fellow ;studentK, HoM •twice ; as many of the ..noiHpartl- cular activities and academic inThe life style of the participant
terests,
ever, the participants teekb.rga.iiK dparits as .the.participants were
PORTRAIT OF A PARTICIPANT tends to be less rigid but motf
. ization in their academic work as members of. athletic" teams in': the
disorganized than that of the avja.greater percentage of them hand pastVyear, i t ' s e e m s that the parIt was stated a.s the purpose of erage Trinity student.
|.
in late. papers, and stay up all ticipants devote'their time to their CHARACTERISTICS:
this report to determine "what difThe above report represent^
night studying than do the non- academic and extracurricular life
ferences, if any, exist between,
Several of the items on the Soc- those who participated in the sit-in . the impressions of the reporter
participants. This lack of organ- rather than to athletics.
after careful study of the factp
ial
Evaluation,can
b&
grouped
toization in no way seems to affect
Another significant finding: from gether to give information atjout a and those who did not. The fol- available. Although care has beef
their academic performance.
the Social Evaluation data was that, certain aspect of an individuals lowing sketch of the "average par. taken to be as objective as posjeven as early as the freshman personality. One such aspect is ; ticipant" may be helpful in seeing slble in refraining from placing
EXtRACURRICULAB:
and sophomores years, over twice conformity. The participants' felt these differences. .
value judgments upon the characas many of the. participants as much greater pressure to conform •••,,The\"average participant" in the teristics of the two groups involvj.•-„•• As.Jn their ..academic •wprkr-the.: :; the. non-participants: had partici-;. :; to,a,"Trinity ..image" than did the sit-in oil April 22, 1968, comes ed, it must be noted that the rejparticipants also spend more time pated in a community program, non-participants, This question from,a public high school in New
porter was a participant In the sit,
York. As a student he is highly in.
•
, T

SOCIAL
(This section of the Miles report
utilizes information from the
1966 Social Evaluation of Trinity
College. It pertains to the classes
of 68 and 69. Only information
about the class of 69 is included
in this excerpt.) •

* • DANCED WITH A GIRL
85% of OUTS frequently or occasionally danced with a girl, and
77% of the INS frequently or occasionally did so. However, 6.5%
of the INS never danced with a girl
and less than 1% of the OUTS
never did so.
ARRANGED A BLIND DATE FOR
SOMEONE ELSE

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:

#140 GONE TO A LECTURE AT
TRINITY

#217 READ A NOVEL THAT WAS
NOT REQUIRED READING

#127 ATTEMPTED TO JOIN A
NON-ATHLETIC ORGANIZATION
AND SUCCEEDED

More INS (39%) frequently attend lectures at Trinity than do
OUTS (12%). Also, very few of
the INS (3.2%) have never done
so, while a larger percentage of
the OUTS (15%) have never attended a lecture.

A larger number of the INS
(32%) read outside novels than do
the OUTS (12%). Also, 9.7% of
the INS seldom do so, whereas
29.2% of the OUTS seldom do so.

23% of the INS attempted to join
such an organization as compared to only 6% of the OUTS who
attempted to do so.

#148 ATTENDED A TRINITY ATHLETIC EVENT AS A SPECTATOR

#130 BEEN ELECTED TO OR
CHOSEN FOR A POSITION OF
- STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY

A larger percentage of the INS
(61%) frequently attend, athletic
events as a spectator, but also a
larger percentage of the INS have
never attended an event (9%).
These questions dealing with extracurricular activities also show,
as was the case with the sophomores, that the INS are engaged
in more extracurricular activities and do so more frequently.
It seems the INS on their own initiative go outside the academic
life of the college to pursue various activities.

32% of the INS responded within the first 3 categories for this
question, while only 12% of the
OUTS responded within the first
3 categories. It seems that the
INS are the student leaders and
holders of responsibility on the
college campus.

•

3% of the INS frequently did so,
whereas 6% of the OUTS frequent#132 WRITTEN A LETTER TO
ly did so. A larger percentage of
THE TRIPOD
the
INS occasionally arranged
dates than did the OUTS. Also, .
16% of the INS responded with23% of the INS never arranged a in the first 3 categories, wheredate, whereas 37% of the OUTS as only 4% of the OUTS respondnever did so.
ed in these categories. Also, 95%
of the OUTS never wrote a letter
as compared to 84% of the INS
TOLD A GIRL YOU CARED FOR
who never did so.
HER
Those not in the sit-in more
frequently told girls they cared for
them (33%) than those in the sit-in
(23%). However, a large percentage
of the INS (42%) occasionally told
girls they cared for them. This
group deals with freshmen, and in
'*•' accordance with the results on this
question sophomores, it is probable that this percentage will drop
f asi the INS progress through college since the INS dating is slgni;•> ficantly less than the OUTS;

ACADEMICS:

•

,"

•

'

#214 BOUGHT FROM THE BOOKSTORE A BOOK THAT.WAS NOT
REQUIRED

*"

A'S: -

' BEEN TOLD BY A GIRL THAT
, , SHE DIDN'T CARE FOR YOU

M
\
*|f<
.,
•.!;•

8.2% of the OUTS frequently or
occasionally have been told this
by a girl, while in contrast only
3*2% of the INS have been told this.
42
% of the INS were told this by
girls formerly, but not this year,
while only 23% of the OUTS experiepced this formerly. This goes
along with the hypothesis of the
INS moving away from dating.

#134 HAD A "BULL SESSION"
IN A STUDENT LOUNGE

As with the sophomores, more
INS (26%) frequently buy extra
books than do the OUTS (9.4%).
However, unlike the sophomores,
~a larger percentage of the INS(35.5%) have never done so when
compared to the OUTS (26%). This
last result may be due to the fact
that these students are freshmen
and possibly have not yet completely orientated themselves.

The INS engage in' this activity
much more so than the OUTS do
(INS - 395 frequently. OUTS 15% frequently).
»136 PARTICIPATED IN A COMMUNITY PROGRAM
"J\-

'

•

'

•

"

•

•

"

-

•

•

•

•

•

:

;

23% of the INS frequently or
occasionally engage in this activity as compared to only 7% of the
OUTS.

'

•

:.
More INS (3.2%) frequently had
. their dates pass or get sick than
• OUTS (l.l%).However, 87% of the
INS never had such an occurrence.
Whether or hot the frequency of
this experience reflects the INS
•••• dating behavior remains only a
conjecture.
HAD A BAD HANGOVER
The OUTS (20.7%) experienced a
bad hangover more frequently than
the INS (9.7%), but interestingly
enough 48% of the OUTS never had
this experience compared to 36%
of the INS who never had a bad
hangover.
. :BEEN
PROPOSITIONED BY A
GIRL YOU DID NOT KNOW WELL

'

.

""

•'•

'.

A larger' percentage of the INS
(9.7%) have frequently; been propositioned by a girl than the OUTS
(2.2%), and also a lesser percentage of the INS have never experiencedthis.
The same general movement can
be, seen here (away from frequent
dating and serious relationships)
as was evidenced with .the sophomores. Time and energy are saved in this field and. utilized elsewhere; " ..: . •, :•.:•/•:•'. :..
•' '• • •.-.
:The high response by the partlcipants in- the "yes, but not this
year" category would tend to indicate that the participants at an
.earlier-•.time.- participated much
more heavily in heterosexual soc^
ial life than,they now do. i ;;: ;

The INS did more extra reading
and did so more frequently than
the OUTS. Also, 27% of the OUTS
never have done any extra reading, whereas only 13% of the INS
never did so.

#224 CONTRIBUTED TO A CLASS
DISCUSSION
A larger number of the INS
(68%) frequently contributed to a
class discussion when compared to
the OUTS (33%).
The INS do more extra, non-required reading in college than do
the OUTS. Also, a greater number of the INS make the Dean's
List when contrasted to the OUTS.
It seems that 'the , INS not only
spend time and energy on college
extracurricular activities, but also
on academic extracurricular activities (reading).

CONFORMING:
#208 FELT THE PRESSURE TO
CONFORM TO A "TRINITY IMAGE"

13% of the INS frequently. feel
: such.. a .pressure, whereas 3.4% of
#216 BEEN ON THE DEAN'S LIST the.OUTS feel a pressure. Also, a
lesser percentage of the INS never
Again, the INS have a larger feel this pressure when compared
percentage (22.6%) frequently on to the OUTS. Generally, more INS
the Dean's List than do the OUTS feel the presence of such a pressure to conform.
(8.2%).

. HAD YOUR DATE " PASS" OUT
OR GET SICK

^

#219 DONE EXTRA READING FOR
A COURSE ON YOUR OWN INITIATIVE

READ
INSIDE

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS.
#111 PURPOSELY IGNORED ANOTHER STUDENT
32% of the INS frequently or occasionally Ignore other students,
while 24% of the OUTS frequently
or occasionally did the same. 19%
of the OUTS never ignored another
student, while only 10% of the
INS never did so. It seems that
this action is more frequent and
occurs •with a greater number of
students in the IN group.
#114,HAD A SERIOUS ARGUMENT
WITH A BROTHER OR SISTER
6.5% of those in the sit-infrequently have arguments withsiblings as compared to 1.1% of the
OUTS.
HAD A SERIOUS ARGUMENT
WITH A GIRL FRIEND
Roughly the same percentage of
both groups had arguments with
girl friends frequently or occasionally. 16% of the INS never had
such an argument, whereas 41% of
the OUTS never did so.
In personal relationships, as Implied by these three questions, the
INS seem to ignore others more
often and seem to have more arguments with friends and relatives
than do the OUTS. Also, a significantly larger percentage of the
OUTS never effgage in these activities when compared to the INS.
Questions significant for both classes;
#97 Told a girl you cared for her ,
#127 Attempted to join a non-athletic organization and succeeded
#136 Participated in a community program
#140 Gone to a lecture at Trinity
#208 Felt the pressure to conform to a "Trinity image."
#214- Botight from the bookstore
a non-required book
#216 Been on Dean's list.
#217 Read a novel that was not
required
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The Other End
Of the Stick

EDITORIAL SECTION

by Kevin Anderson

October 2,1968

A Kind Of Hush

Prats.

The decision of the Trinity College Council to
bar from their deliberations all members of the
academic community, including representatives of
the student press, signifies a serious obstruction of
communications within . the College. Unless it is
reviewed and amended, this unnecessary procedure
will limit the Council's ability to deal with problems
that confront the College.

Fraternities play a large role in the minds of
students at the College. Until recent efforts to
support the Old Cave Cafe and the South Campus
Social Dorm, they enjoyed the priviledged position
of being the only social activity centers on campus.
The alternatives to fraternity membership, other
than asocial living, are still insufficient to meet the
needs of the College.
The size of the student body has increased by
over three hundred since 1960. The number of
students who can be accommodated by fraternities,
however, remains substantially unchanged. As a
result, all too many students are told each year:
"We're sorry, but there is no room for you." In the
minds of freshmen who wish to gain entrance, and
of those upper classmen who have been denied
entrance, fraternities assume a role of unhealthy and
exaggerated importance.
' .
The blame does not, rest entirely with the houses;
The College has, to date, failed miserably in its
attempts to offer social facilities to all of its equally
deserving members.
What is important is that fraternities realize that
their priviledged position on campus carries with it a
special obligation to conduct themselves in a
responsible fashion. Fraternities must make an
effort to accommodate mote of those students who
seek the type of social outlet that they alone can
provide. They must also keep their programs and
activities Updated to meet the needs of the College's
changing student body. ,
, •"•
• Those houses that, insit on maintaining mickey
mouse club features will find themselves unable to
attract new members, or keep them after they get
them. A house that is willing to subject its pledges
to the sadistic whims of a minority of 19th century
brotherhood hounds will surely stagnate if its own
accord. . ;
•.
..., ,
The real question, facing us now is whether or not
the College pan' afford to let these fraternities
'continue down the suicide path. There is a shortage
of social facilities on campus. Although efforts at
establishing alternatives to • fraternity' life are
encouraging, they do not come.iiear to meeting the
need that exists. As was proved this .year by Alpha
Chi Rho, and as Theta Xi has consistently
demonstrated for the past three years, fraternities
can.keep up with the changing needs of the student
body and contribute decisively to the well-being of
the College community. .
. . . If fraternities are allowed to die, the College will
lose the social organizations desired by students
which it has been unable to provide itself. The
College should take action to end the hazing and
. sheer..time wasting activities that will otherwise
bring an end to fraternities at Trinity.

While executive sessions are sometimes necessary,
they should be held to a minimum. It is the
responsibility of the Council to develop procedures
that will encourage the active participation of the
e n t i r e academic community within the
decision-making process.
Thus far, the Council has observed a stringent
policy of secrecy. Every working paper, proposal
and rough draft has been termed an "internal I
communication." This broad classification, so'
generously applied, allows members of the
Commission to regulate the flow of information
from their meetings according to their own comfort.
It is the indisputable right of every individual
who participates in the life of this College to be
thoroughly informed of the Council's activities. This
implies that the College community should be
advised not only of the decisions of the Council, but
also of (J;) the arguments presented for and against
the subject debated; (2) the exact vote on each
motion; (3) the publication of the position taken by
each member of the Council. This is especially
important as it would afford each individual the
opportunity, ,to refer directly' -to his council
representatives. No Council member should be
allowed the luxury of enclosing his own position
.within a fortress of institutionalized secrecy.
If an open policy is observed, the power and
influence of the Council, as well as its relevance to
the College community, would be immeasurably
increased. It would prevent each decision from
appearing as a fait accomplit in that an open debate
would allow time for the mobilization and
presentation of that magnificent nuisance of an
opencommunity-public opinion.
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The major argument advanced by those who voted
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Various federal power groups,
including the FBI and the House
Un-American Activities Committee, seem bent on substantiating Mayor Daley's conspiracy
theory of the Chicago disturbances.
The question of whether the Mayor
is right is not so pressing or dangerous a one to the American people as are these questions we can
raise about power distribution in
our society by observing the events
of the past few weeks. The bureaucratic behemoth, threatened, has
stirred. Even the very important
question of whether the FBI has
operated in an effort to intimidate
dissenters, at this point a highly
probable one, pales before a view
of the awesome power which this
and other agencies are beginning
to exercise over many of our citizens, and which threaten all of us,
While demonstrators and flailing
police decorate the tabloids in an
indictment of a diseased culture,
the powerful exert their influence,
albeit often at cross-purposes with
one another and even more often
unconscious of the consequences
of their acts, in such a way as to
confuse and manipulate the weak,
Tom Hayden and other leaders of
the National Mobilization Committee to End the War in Viet Nam
and of the Yippies are to be prosecuted under Title 201 of U.S. Code
18 for crossing state lines for the
purpose of inciting to riot, a law
originally passed by Congress in
an apparent effort to silence Stokeley Carmichael.

have been hurt in the eyes of most
people who heard that broadcast.
If the above analysis of the FBI
investigations
Is valid, the.
probable result of those inveshbations will be hatred of SDS by most
people, fear and doubt for the thousands associated with radical
groups throughout the nation, and
jail sentences for Hayden and a
few other leaders.
And If all of this has been done
with hardly a flick of J. Edgar
Hoover's wrist, we may rightly
wonder what could happen if the
FBI were to crack down seriously,

One lesson of recent civil disobedience arrests has been the
tremendous discretionary powers
of the law enforcement authorities.
Tom Hayden can be arrested and
put out of circulation for loitering \
in a park, but similar actions by ;
jubilant conventioneers, fromsay, ;
the American Legion, can loiter >
on the streets, block the sidewalks, \
and make a lot of noise without!
incurring more than the humorous \
admonishments of the tabloids,!:
Joseph Sax makes this point very
forcefully in an article, "Civil Dis- ,
obedience", in SATURDAY RE-1
VIEW.
•
!

Perhaps J. Edgar Hoover, the!
FBI agents, the Chicago policej
and all of the others who have;
exercised their power on our|
streets over the last few years!
have the finest and most upright
motivations in the world. The;
point for our concern is that they:
are doing what they see as right
In the last three weeks, dozens in THEIR terms, all the while
of people connected with SDS have exercising tremendous unchecked
been called in for questioning by power over the average citizen.
the FBI. They have usually been
told that they are under investigaIt is indeed time, if not too;
tion for crossing state lines for
the purpose of inciting to riot. late, for the socially concerned
Susan Eanet, a staff member of citizen to awaken to the often;
the SDS national office in Chicago, open-ended power of the law en-:
and the frequently
suggested that the FBI was not forcers]
interested in prosecuting these POLITICAL, as opposed to purely
people it has called in, but that it administrative (and what is puref
hoped to glean information for ly administrative anyway), wayjs
dossiers on Hayden and some of in which this is exercised. Aji
the other leaders In the process example in the last few weeks.iji
of questioning the other SBA peo- the huge sums set as bail in Ne*
York for men arrested for minoj
ple.
offenses who also happen to b(
members of the Black Pantheji
Such an analysis seems to have Party. Of course, appeals may wii
some validity, since warning a them something closer to justice
person beforehand does not seem but for the present they ar.i
to be a very effective way of pur- silenced and out of action, whili
suing a serious investigation Of others with > similar charges wall
his actions. Whether the FBI or free.
.' j
its doughty leader, J. Edgar
Hoover, do so consciously or not,
their actions create an atmosThose citizens who, In the laji
phere of fear around groups such of television, pro football evei
as SDS, the National Mobilization Sunday between Budweisers, op
Committee, the Peace and Free- prosperity fostered by "defense
dom Movement, the Yippies and industries, still care to have poll
other radical groups. Hoover lias tical liberties had better begin \
played politics before and there look around, to keep informed bC
is little to make us doubt that he low the surface of the news ladlf
is capable of doing so now.
out by the smiling or sardonic T.ji
hero, and to work toward increase
Whatever fears are thus created control by the people ot their lav
mostly on individual campuses' and their law enforcers befoi
will no doubt be heightened when the what little control they have wan<
;
House Un-American Activities even further.
Committee begins its hearings on
SDS on October 1. HUAC's crude
anti-communism is seldom convincing to the well-informed but
its nation-wide political leverage
through the mass media is great
(Continued from Page 9) j
enough to put most citizens, except
for the very powerful, in danger search for candidates who aspf
when the committee so chooses. to respond to the will of the pe
pie and forms of governmerj
Whether charges in HUAc hear- structure which defy the s^
ings are substantiated well enough serving mechanisms of par|
to hold up in court has little to and bosses.
|
do with their political effect In
-To seek to educate ourselj
our increasingly trlbalized culture and others in the realities i
of the television set, mere ex- racism and poverty which E
|
posure and censure by the power- rending this society apart, 4
ful is enough to hurt most citizens in some measure, seek to ap
in, far-reaching ways. An example solutions to these urgent pr|<
is recent radio broadcasts in the lems.
f
Hartford area concerning FBI in-To
directly
involve
stude|
vestigation of Steve Keeney as in the decision-making process
President of Trinity SDS. Whether of the academic community |i
the Investigation proceeds further to
further the preservation
or not, both Steve and Trinity 80S
academic freedom.
j
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Hartford:
Jack Dollard is an architect with the firm of Hunington, Darby
Dollard in Hartford. He wits the chief designer of Constitution Plaza
and is a consultant to the city of Hartford for community renewal.
Three years ago Dollard was invited- by the South Arsenal
Neighborhood Council to assist in drawing up a plan for the
redevelopment of the neighborhood. Since that time the neighborhood
has taken over a 10,000 square foot warehouse and incorporated itself
as the South Arsenal Neighborhood Development Corporation (SAND).
The Department of Community Affairs has awarded SAND u$110,000 grant to prepare the redevelopemnt plan for the
neighborhood. Last month SAND submitted this plan to the
Department of Housing and Urban Development which has earmarked
eleven million dollars for Hartford this year.

A Problem
In Planning

"South Arsenal is the bottom of the whole Capitol area. You just can't
get any lower down, and people there know it. It's fifty per cent black
and forty percent Puerto Rican. The area is small; there are 500 families
and then another 500 families in Bellevue Square, which is our most
infamous public housing project, and also part of the South
Arsenal... The first problem was to find out what South Arsenal was.
So I asked some people there, and I found out that to them it was low,
it was the place to go, it was the depository, in a sense, for all those who
had not made it in the region. So I explained that that was healthy, to
understand that, that there was no place to go but up. They recognized
this. That's why they were so interested in urban renewal. Urban
renewal at that time meant nothing but a cleaner slum, but even that
would be helpful. So then I said, if you had your choice, would you
rather stay in South Arsenal or would you rather move out? So they all
played the game that they'd rather move out. So then the question,
was. where. We picked a town like Bloomfield, where most Negro
people had been able to move without bigotry problems, if, of course,
they did have a certain amount of money, which these people don't.
Then we looked, in a sense, at what you had when you got to
Bloomfield. There were eight houses to an acre, the houses were very
small, and when you ran out into the backyard you ran into a
neighbor's fence. Here there are no distinctions, kids run wherever they
want, people don't gripe about "You're on my land," you don't need
two cars, you don't need any cars to Jive .in South Arsenal. Things
decidedly did not look too good, for when they faced it, moving out was
rhov,ing out to where I live. This means a rural area,-five or six acres of
land, and what have you. Well, they're not architects, they're not making
$12,000 a year, they're not in an architectural "office, and they can't
afford that.-They couldn't even afford the logistics of moving that far
away, in terms of their jobs. So the next place was in the city, the south
end. A psychological bloc had set in that Negroes should move into the
south end, that that was the place to move. So we went into the south
end, to sec what was available to us. And the places that Puerto Ricans
were moving into, there was one Puerto Rican in the group, while they
were gaining acceptance of a kind, those streets were in worse shape
than ours. At least we had brick buildings, those were mostly wooden
frame buildings. We were right near1 the downtown business district, and
we were right next to the core of the highway system. So what we
decided was, we had the best piece of turf in town."

...it became very evident,
this was in 1962,
that the big problem in
Hartford was the 25,000 people
that were housed
in its North End.
"One of our initial ideas is that we don't want any relocation. We
would build buildings in empty space, move the people into them, and .
then tear the original buildings down; And so the whole plan that we're
talking about here is that kind of generation, working in clusters in
places, moving people, and then tearing the.buildings down. So the
entire process may take three years... If the people waited, and'get
pushed out, they'll get pushed into the next neighborhood,, which will
have to wait another four or five years to get to the same point where
this neighborhood is now. And finally I got them to see that there were
a lot of advantages to being right where they are now, if they wanted to
exploit those advantages. We finally decided that that was it, and we
decided to stay where we are and fight for the things that we wanted,
because this was the most opportune time."
"You have to decide, in a sense, where do you start. Because you're
not talking about bricks and mortar, you're talking about people. So
what I did was, and this answers one of your questions about working
with people, there were about forty people at a; meeting, and I brought
down plans and all kinds of drawings about, what good play grounds
were, and what good housing was, and what good playgrounds were,
the best I could find in the world, and there was little or no reaction. 1
was a little bit stunned, because some of those things were pretty neat.
What I found was, these people thought that these things were so far
removed from their environment, and what they had, and their own
life, it sort of seemed unreal."

'We work on three levels;
"Last year the Federal government announced an eleven million
dollar grant to the South Arsenal neighborhood or to the city. We got
together and framed a letter to the city manager that said, in effect, we,
the South Arsenal Neighborhood Development Council, are very glad,
that-we have just gotten eleven million dollars to redevelop our
neighborhood. We then laid down the stipulation that nobody was
going to.be removed from the neighborhood unless they agreed-to be,
that they would be rehoused in the neighborhood if they so desired,
and that jobs created through the renewal proccssful be offered to them
first, (t met with utter silence at Cily Hall.
"But finally the city, which I knew would be the case, didn't know
what to do with the area. If they made it commercial renewal everyone
would shout, because the city hasn't built any housing, and these
people had already been uprooted in the Windsor Street projects to
make room for Computer centers. If they made it middle class housing
nobody was going to come near it and live because they were
surrounded by poor people on one side and railroad tracks.on the
other. So it wasn't even a conceivable chance that what the city '
normally docs in a project like this was going to work'. After three days,
they didn't know what they were going to do with it and the people in
the neighborhood did, so maybe they would play along. We had a scries
,of meetings with the Board of Education, with the redevelopment"city
planners and the Housing Authority, and we won 99% of what we ,
wanted. The application that went into Washington was what we
• wanted and not what the city wanted, which was a road going smack
through the neighborhood and cutting us olT from the city and
everything else.
"We then applied to the state for a grant, and arc asking to be named
the prime developers. We are n o w the first incorporated neighborhood
in the state of Connecticut. The process is that if we, SAND, and to be
najned the developer, we are to submit a plan-to the city developing the;
neighborhood out of our finances. Now most of the, drawings and stuff
are down at our warehouse because Monday morning we :Uwitsd.#H^>&.;
agencies, including the state, into the warehouse and gave them-a two
hour presentation of what our objectives were in a preliminary sense. We
invited no questions, and we invited no criticism, but we invited them
each back individiuillv, and they came back with their individual reactions.
We funnclcd this on the basis of what looked like major problems, then
we get together with these agents with a.revised proposal, and try to gel
" commitments to carry out all the functions we're carrying out.
"Now that's one level, I hat's the planning part. The planning level is
what I am fundamentally concerned with. The social planning level is
an integral part of that, but if lapses between that and the nitty-gritty.
That is dealing with the people,'and the fundamental problems o(
everyday needs, riots, universities coming in with their various ,
programs, and all that jir/.y..'.The reason we've separated all these levels is
that you get involved in the nitty-gritty, and it bogs clown the other
areas, and the time is gone, and you really haven't done anything but
solve the everyday-problems, you haven't made any gains. This has
, worked well so far because the nitty-gritty problems get left behind,
and when we have a planning meeting we talk on that level, and then
after the meeting's over back to the everyday problems.
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the planning level,
the social level,
and the nitty-gritty.

"We made this presentation on Monday- On Tuesday, all the cily
agencies came back, and We got their overwhelming support for our
proposals. They outlined lots of problem areas, the education is lots
more difficult. We were told "that we'were 1000% on the beam toward
the future of education at the neighborhood level, at the elementary
level, but that we had raised'some almost insurmountable problems in
what teaching is today and how it's carried out, and that they would
help us if they possibly could.
"Then yesterday, the housing authority said what we were doing was
entirely innovative in the field of public housing. If we could get the
endorsement of the people in Washington who are at-the top in
housing, and they thought we probably could because everyone is
searching for ideas, we could probably work out some things that look
. like they're going to be problems, like trying to get public housing
integrated with the schools, so you can't tell them apart.
"Today we met with the state, and the state told us, which we knew,
...that we probably have the most exciting project in the country right
• now. We knew this because everyday we get calls from Boston and New
York, and.thc magazines call, and they want to know the South Arsenal
story. But we're not dealing in stories, we don't have any stories yet.
Christ, we've just started a chapter in that sense, and we only use
publicity when it is of informationvaluc to somebodyelsc. Or to help us
carry something out, like in the warehouse, where we had two stories in
the newspaper about the war-chouse and what we're trying to do, so
that we could get'supplies and contractors to do the work. Everything
we've done down there has been for free, given to us by contractors,
cement suppliers, Pittsburgh Plate Glass, and so on and so on.
"We train the staff to go out with people in the neighborhood. Now
•'. all they know is that they're working for SAND, because SAND is
working for them so they're not going to get tromped all over again.
But they don't actually know, what we're going to do, outside of the
fact that we have a warehouse, and we have a youth program, and
things like that that they're involved in. We are acting as a corporation,
and following, this, which becomes a game at a point, it's like this.; the
:
University of Connecticut got us the warehouse, but the University of
Connecticut has agreed that we run the show, and that's a major
concession. They want to bring programs to the warehouse, but they
can't do it without our consent, and time and time again from four or
five universities, we've, had programs come in that people couldn't even
'
understand, because they didn't understand what they were saying.
They keep getting rejected and rejected and rejected, until people come
back and talk so that the iieighborhofid people involved can understand
•what it is they're talking about. Programs are throughly rejected
because the neighborhood doesn't want them. They don't want their
children tested to see if they're mentally retarded,"because they don't
. believe the tests have any credence in determining this.

At a univcrsity-.-you live there, you work.there, you: play there, you do.
the whole thing there. It's a thing unto itself. Not; that it doesn't
depend on service facilities froni the great city-SOmSbody has to take
out the garbage-but suppose we made education the spine of our
planning procedure. Everybody decided- that's it. We started, calling
ourselves the South Arsenal, University. We decided tha^the things that
we would work on were arranging-that we would take all the things
that were available and put. them together in new arrangements and
associations. We also decided that it wasn't the people that needed to .
be changed, it was the institutions that served the. people that need to
be changed, because when the institutions change the people change.

How are we going to live and ••how, is this, educational system going to,
work?! said if we don't accept minimums we can'.t go any further; we
can't go after maximunis, because we're in a minimum situation. .So
what is the minimum spaced that an individual could live in? In other
words,.\yhat would be his right tri America in 1968? We came up with a
12 by 12 space that1 he could'hide in. 1 decided that 1 could get a
bathroom and a kitchen and a folding bed in that space; however, we
know.that psychologically: an'individual couldn't live in a space that
small. Actually, a minimum space would be about two of those logiles,
and would be something like 12-by 24. We agreed that two people
could live there--tha^s about1 the size of a small efficiency apartment..

So we started in with the idea that a minimum space was 12 by 12,fpr
everyone.^We'dop't.want to build a low income neighborhood, we Want
to build a go6d;ne;ghbprh66d that will have the ability to go from low
income, to'; Mmevafflu'ent status without people having to move, or
having to carfy.the,Stigma of a low income. How can we do this? Well,
you •6ain'^dp--;thiis...by-:;bt;il,dihg a shell, and, within the shell you need
flexibility. Mqst (flexibility is in terms, of.-:.open space-you. build: the:
biggest building,-without any columns and that's it. We know this is
incredibly expensive, and it does not necessarily give you the most
freedom, so we'd' have; a.building with a column every 12 feet.: 12 by 12
is to small to think about economically in terms of reproduction,:sQ we
took four of them andmade,wliat,we call a. structural module. , ,;; V

"The neighborhood...is now
a corporation, like IBM
is a corporation or
General Dynamics is a
corporation."

There is a mechanical spine that goes through the project and these
structural modules can either straddle it or be tangent to either side.
These points allow-waste material and hot and cold water to run up and
down. There is one module for each member of the family, and one
bathroom for each of five members and a second bathroom for families
of eight or more. You get four sections of kitchen unit per 5 members
up to a maximum of 7. And that's all you get except an insulated
enclosure and light. You move in with what you have, and if you have
sleeping bags you move in with sleeping bags. You move in with what
you can afford. We have decided, somewhat .arbitrarily, that that is
your due in the current economic picture of 1968. Now, after we move
into here, we don't have anything in here. What we need is industry,
and we're going to start a' business, and the business is,going to be
producing the components that make this thing work. Now, if your
home is here and you're on welfare, when the kids start to leave you
have maybe six months to give up one of your modules- A young
family in an adjacent apartment could start to pick up these modules. If
you become affluent, and you bought the equity on this apartment and
you now own iti, you have the option of selling, either to the coop or
other families.
'
• .
In the school, we have all kinds of problems with segregation,
integration-things that have nothing to do with the children. So what
we want is an educational system that is controlled by the
neighborhood. We don't want to have full, control of all education. But
we want to decentralize the school board to the sense that we have
people who are in the neighborhood around, the clock. What we're
asking them to do is to drop grade levelydeterminations, so we want an
ungraded school system in which we reach achievement levels. We want
five corking good teachers, whom we want to help choose, and these
five teachers are going to be in charge of education. If they get out of
hand, or they do things that the neighborhood doesn't want, we
will be able to go through the board of education to them. Their job
would be to live in the neighborhood and be like sort of the old
one-room-school-teacher part witch doctor, part banker, etc.
When the kids reach a certain creative achievement level (now I don't
mean creative in the sense of being painters but creative in the sense
that they understand the creative potential in acquiring knowledge;
and this will only be understood by some sort of testing and response)
they will then go into the normal educational program, whatever- the
hell it is, andthey can bus them out to East Shinola if they want to. Up
to that time, the reason we want teachers in the neighborhood is to
understand the environment the kinds arc coming- from.
What we're asking for is a turn key free public housing project. I hope
that this is going to be one of the first. The developing corporation will
get a, commitment from public housing for the units. With that
commitmentvwe go to the-insurance fund. We get the construction
money to build the project. When the project is built, we give the key
to the local housing authority and they give us the funds to pay off our
construction debt. We then get the contractor to manage the housing as
a co-operative so the housing has nothing to do with it except to funnel
the paper work and funnel the money out. We have all the
responsibilities. Now, if we fail they can always step in and .they've still
got 500 public housing units in the old way. If you don't fail we put
them out of business- which is just what they want.
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

The Disastrous Impact
Of the Nihilist Revolution

Our Little System
by David Green

• Not long ago, several aroused
members of the faculty met a
great many angry students in the
Washington Room of Mather Hall.
They told the students of a new
commission that had been established to study the legal structure
of the College, and assured the
students that the days of arbitrary
justice had passed from Trinity.
So the kids clapped their hands and
snapped their fingers. It was wonderful to have the teachers on your
side.
What happened to the noble ideals'
of May during the. hot summer
months of July and August is not
entirely clear, but we are led to
believe that they confronted the
hard and, seemingly immutable
realities of Thomas
Church
Brownell's charter.
So upon returning, we were advised of a new legal system that
denies a defendant the legal sanctity of an irrevocable acquittal,
and reaffirms the right of the
Trustees to do all except issue a
. bill of attainder (probably a major concession). Depending upon
one's degree of amazement, the
document could be. described as
quasi-legal (the moderates' love
that term), anti-legal, or illegal.
Nevertheless, some have come
to the defense of the Report of
the Commission on Regulatory
Procedure with sparkling historical analogies. The proposed legal
system, declares one authority,
reflects the wisdom of the Revolutionary Settlement of 1689. Another asserts that the report emulates our own constitution. And
the pious proclaim it was found on
Mount Sinai.
I must admit that I am not entirely persuaded by these astute
apologies, for it appears that the
commission created a fragile little system that can withstand everything except controversy;

We are told that the solid foundation of this little system is the
fact that Trinity now has a strong
and resolute President. And, continues the argument, the Trustees
would be unwilling to purge the
administration in order to inflict
their judgment upon the campus.
However, the cynics in our midst
do not consider it beyond the realm
of plausibility that Trinity might
one day find itself minus one strong
President. (Have, you ever heard
of Hobart?)
Before long, the students will
have the opportunity to pass judg.ment upon this little system. Last
April, it would have been debated
at an all-college meeting -- been
described as one notch above the
Code of Hammurabi and two below
the Magna Carta -- and would have
been dismissed by a voice vote.
But in the benumbed indifference
that prevails on campus this Fall,
it seems that the report will be accepted. To do otherwise would create more problems than the college
community has the energy to deal
with.
Few people share the illusions
of those who claim that afew wellphrased amendments will create
out of this flabby report a definition of judicial procedure by which
we would have posterity remember
us. The final product of the Commission is a far cry from an earlier document, championed by the
liberal members of the Commission whose determination was lessened by the power of Trustees arguments. Tired, dismayed, and
beaten, the Commission dissolved
itself upon issuing its report -giving it to the campus on a "take
it or leave it basis."
And so it appears we. have little
choice. Pass the damn report, get
it out of the way, institute the system -- and pray to God that everyone behaves himself.
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by Ernest Mattei
to their immediate implementain
today's
radicalyouth. This is reThe year 1968, has been characterized by widening chaos at home vealed in the riots in France and tion. Yet the means they use to
and increasing weaknessabroad.lt Germany and the campus distur- achieve their ends conflict with
is a year in which an American bances at Columbia and the Sor- those espoused ideals. Their depresident has bowed to his critics bonne. Like their predecessors, mands for "participatory politics"
and decided not to seek re-elec- the nihilists of today profess to become nothing more than a
tion. In the same year, many of stand for justice and equality; yet, euphemism for minority dictaAmerica's cities have turned into they force their will on the maj- torship.
The demonstrators at Columracial, battlegrounds; while in the ority, denying to them the free
universities there has been left- choice they demand for them- bia Univers ity illustrate this statement. They did not seek to diswing lawlessness similar in its ef- selves.
fect to the book burning on German
In examining the nihilist revolu- cover and implement the will of
campuses in the Nazi era.
tion in our time, it is necessary the entire student body, the majIn the U.S., France, Germany, to look at their objectives. They ority of whom wanted to continue
and Italy, there is a spirit of r e - wish to create a new state In their studies. Rather, a minority
volution .in the land. But this is no, which human relations are based of militant students, clalmingtobe
healthy rising of liberty against on impartiality and equality. They the authentic voice of the students,
tyranny. Its aim is to overthrow also wish to see the end of mono- declared war on the administralaw and authority and to substi- lithic state tyranny and a lessening tion and seized power.
The behavior of the new nihiltute anarchy. The methods used by of the gap between the people and
a militant minority indicate a com- authority. The explanation of their ists exposes the emptiness of their
plete rejection of the will of the principles and ideals require a professed idealism. A true ideal-;
1st, concerned with human* relamajority.
heavy use of the words " involved,"
tions does not stone policemen.
The great majority of Americans "committed," and engaged."
Those who are sincere In their
are predictably hostile towards the
complaints about police-brutality
demands of the revolutionaries.
new nihilists wish to destroy do not engage In student brutality
But this majority is largely silent. theThe
highly
rigid
conventional
govIt remains aloof from the fight, not ernmental structures which they towards police. Those who say they
using its strength to combat this believe are crushing them. Even want an unexploited, creative socminority of well-organized revolu- the American system, the most iety do not make heroes of Mao
Tse-tung and Ho Chi Mlnh—
tionaries.
flexible in the world, is under at- symbols of repressive regimes.
tack. Obviously, the nihilist eleIn the disorders of our era,
The reason is to be found in the ments believe "that parliaments
actions of the leaders of the Es- and congresses are moribund "and several elements are present.
tablishment. They refuse to give seek their destruction. Thus, the There is a form of revolutionary
moral fortitude to their convictions real objectives of nihilists in the romanticism, a playing with exand offer "platitudes and appeals U.S. and other nations is not the tremism. There is a neurotic
instead of leadership and action." radical restructuring of college poisoned atmosphere in the nihilist movement in which energies
campuses but the end of represenare directed towards destruction
This, in the name of freedom, tative government. In its place,
rather than construction. In the
laws are broken and unchallenged they would have direct decision
mobs rampage across the nation. making by the people. Indeed, this writings and speeches of the more
extreme demonstrators, is the imIn short, the will to govern has is a classic socialist goal -- the
been foresaken and the spirit and establishment of myriad Soviets plicit threat to lynch society.
The nihilist movement offers a
doctrine of nihilism is attempting and workers or student councils.
dead end to America's free soto take its place. This concept
ciety. It asks for toleration so
teaches that traditional values and The nihilists of today simply add
beliefs are unfounded and must be to this old conception the new idea that cities can burn and universities become paralyzed. Necesdestroyed.
of utilizing computers to register
sity and prudence require that disThe term nihilism was first ap- "the current will of the people on
order and lawlessness not be perplied by the Russian novelist Ivan every piece of legislation, theremitted. The American Republic is
Tugeniev-in 1860. Mikhail Bakunin by eliminating the institutions of
in the process of demolition from
government."
expressed the aims of nihilism in representative
1868 -- "-The old world must be Classical philosophers realized within at the hands of small cadres
destroyed and replaced by a new that direct democracy would turn . of militant wreckers. The young
revolutionaries will soon ...realize
one ... Our first work must be des-' government into an expression of
truction and annilhilatioi} of every- transitory emotion. Yet, this is that monocracy cannot survive in
thing as it now exists." The inher- the apparent goal of the radicals a democratic nation and the founitors of this vision are now at work in the U.S. and Europe - govern- dations of liberty and justice upon
which ,the United States is built
in most of the countries of the ment by plebiscite.
Western world.
Leftist, groups such as SDS pro- will withstand all destructive eleNihilism has expressed a revival fess high Ideals and are dedicated ments which challenge it.
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Pledge Controversy at Pike...
I

!

from Page 1)
All Pike pledges are told that
they have the right to refuse to do
anything they regard as personally
degrading, Seidel revealed. He
conceded that "some of them don't
dare use It (the right)" because they
misunderstand the viewpoint of
some of the brothers.
When asked about reports that
commands are frequently accompanied by excessive yelling and
shouting, Seidel responded . that
these a r e isolated instances.
Carman cdnfirmed that "a couple
(of brothers) infrequently take it
upon themselves to castigate a
pledge." He said his own policy
was one of "praising in public and
scolding in private."
,
"I will go up to Mm," Carman
explained, "and ask why he hasn't
been participating. If he is interested In the house we expect that
he can make some effort to contribute." Carman said that pledges
were expected to make an effort
to establish friendships
with
brothers by spending spare time in
the house.
Seidel said that the things the
Heath went on to praise Alpha
Chi Rho fraternity for eliminating pledges are required to do are
Its pledge period this year. Ac- "so trivial that they (some of the
cording to the Dean,' "Alpha Chi brothers) get angry when a pledge
Rho has proved it can keep up with refuses to do them because it
:
seems the pledge has no real desire
the times."

(Continued
ness," Seidel stated.
Fawber took exception to Gladstone's assertion that the " spirit
of oneness", resulted from the
' pledges' distaste for the games that
the brotherhood subjected them to.
Fawbei" said he felt the term
"pledge" was a reminder that he
was not yet a brother. "It reminds
me that I have something to look
forward to," he continued.
DeECh of Students" and Professor
of Psychology, Dr. Roy Heath said
in an Interview Sunday that "the
requirement that pledges serve
brothers as temporary slaves is
degrading to human dignity. Re: gardless of the tone of voice used
in issuing commands," Heath declared, "requiring (subservience is
an affront to anyone's sense of
selfhood."
The Dean stated that" people are
no longer looking for opportunities
to have their identities swallowed
up in a group." He maintained that
this was the difference between
college life in the 20's and college
life in the 60-s.

to become a brother."
Seidel said he understood the position of these brothers because the
fraternity is a "major part of their
lives. Their anger is understandable,- he explained, because
"the fraternity means so much to
them."
Carman disclosed that the new
members are informed as a group
that pledging does not assure them
of becoming brothers, The pledge
period, he said, is an "apprenticeship." The pledges are aware, he
emphasized, that "it is entirely
possible that they will never
become brothers." The decision to
initiate pledges is made by the
brotherhood when it is felt that the
pledges are ready to assume the
full responsibility of membership,
Carman said, Seidel revealed that
the fraternity retains the "unit
blackball" system for making such
decisions,
Seidel elaborated on the "blackball" system indicating everyone
who is left at the end of a pledge
period invariably gains brotherhood status. Those who are unlikely
to be accepted,
he continued,
normally dropout during the pledge •
period. "Everyone who wants Initiation gets it," added Seidel, He indicated that Pike's pledge period

would be shorter this year. Last
year's class was initiated In the
middle of January.
Carman also pointed out that
Pike has been changing some of its
procedures. "Silent and Square"
meals, where the pledge eats with
his eyes open and saya nothing,
have been eliminated. The silent
and square practices were used
only on the first Wednesday night,
noted Carman, and only silence was
observed the second Wednesday
night. Referring to the abolition of
the "square and silent," Seliiel
commented, "A little goes a long'
way."
Seidel also disclosed that the
pledges were not required to
clean ,tlie house by specific times
this year, Emphasis this year, Me
said, was being placed on the
pledges assuming more responsibility for getting things done
themselves.
Seidel also disclosed that the
emphasis on"immediacy" was less
this year than In previous ones. It
used to be "if the pledges didn't
all jump at once when the phone
rarifc. 1111> brotherhood would yell."
ho commented.
Carman and Fawber both praised
the Pike "big- brother" program In
which each pledge; is assigned an

advisor to whom he can (?o with
any questions.
Aspects of the pledge program
which meet,with no objections from
any of the .students Interviewed included: a civic project, a party
put on by the pledges for the
brotherhood, and the requirement
that pledges clean the house.

Skippers do it!

Mead Lecture in Government to Present Samuel Beer...
(Continued from Page 1)
Times pointed out that Samuel representation in the present cenIn 1959 the Americans for Dem- host of guest speakers. The animal
Beer "was extremely acute in tury was facilitated by attitudes ocratic Action chose him as their Mead Lectures are presented
analyzing the shift in British favorable
to pluralism , and National Chairman, which job he through the bequest of George ,1,
liberal thought from radicalism functional representation that had held for two years. .
Mead, lion. '37.
to a kind of socialism," and stated survived from a much earlier
He is the author of several
that his volume is one of the time."
books, the latest of which is
most important analyses of the
Beer lays great stress on BRITISH POLITICS IN THE COLbackground of the British political political culture as one of the LECTIVIST AGE. He Is cosystem now available.
main variables of a political editor of a textbook on governBeer insists on the distinction system and a majjor factor in ment used on campus and edited
S t u d e n t s interested i n
between "the Labor Movement" and
and wrote an introduction to the
working for Senator Ribicoff
the "Labor party.". "The Labor explaining the political behavior of COMMUNIST MANIFESTO by Karl
piease contact Ted Lieverman
party's ideology is a more real Individuals, groups, and parties. Marx and Friedrich Fngels. Other
He also states that the British publications include THF CITY OF
and, academically speaking, more
•71.
political culture is today, as ithas HK-ASOtt, MODERN POLITICAL
sophisticated thing," claims Beer,
in
the
past,
a
source
of
tension
and that the conversion of a great
PARTIES, THE CO-ORDINATION
and conflict over fundamental OF FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC
part of the British working class
questions of moral and political POLITICS IN CHEAT BRITAIN,
to "socialism" ' has been accomplished, Beer's account of the in- philosophy.
PATTERNS OF GOVERNMENT,
ternal wars of the Labor party
The main theme of his book is and MAJOR POLITICAL SYSTEMS
ABC PIZZA HOUSE
in recent years,-'mainly over the
indeed that politics is a struggle Or' EUROPE, besides countless
dogma of rationalization, "seems
Across from Trinity College
for power, but a struggle that is articles appearing in major newsto be the wisestVof'Hhe many that
deeply conditioned by fundamental papers and magazines.
287 New Britain Ave.,
have beeii •>•'written-," • wrote
moral concerns. "The theories of
Hartford
His main interest, of course,
• b.W. Brogar.- "The author under- representation," lie believes, are
stands the anguish with which the constituents of more inclusive con- is the British political system.
"Call before you leave
abandonment " o f i rationalization, ceptions of authority that lay down However, he Is currently studythe Campus"
ing
state
government
in
the
United
less a panacea than a religious how power ought to be distributed
States
and
also
planning
machinery
belief, would have caused, and how in the community and define who
Phone 247-0234.
much its watering down still may legitimately take part in in all the fifty states.
causes.
As the first in a series of three
governing- and how they may do so."
Mon. -Thar. 11 a.m. - 1.2 p.m.
Beer will also comment on the
Beer has been associated with lectures, this Mead Lecture on
Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. .
•foreign policy of the Labor party. the . great British politicians, government will initiate this year's
Sun. - 12 a.m. - 11 p.m.
-For him,, as printed in the intro- especially the late Hugh Gaitskill,
• duetion of his prize-winning book, a close friend of his, who used
"politics is at least a struggle for to be head of the Labor party and
power. Accordingly in any political would have most, certainly 'been
system, people will join together Prime
Minister,
the position
in attempts to win authority or which his successor,
Harold
• to influence its exercise." Thus, Wilson now holds.
his main subject Is political parties
Professor Beer was bom in
DINNER and RESTAURANT
and Interest groups, and,how they Bucyrus, Ohio, in 1911. After
affect public: policy.
,
receiving his A.B. degree, with
175 Washington- Street
,;-. According to Beer, "because he highest honors from the Univeris himself a contemporary, the sity of Michigan in. 1932, he studied
-student of contemporary politics for three years as a Rhodes Scholar,
may fail to notice important at Oxford University, where he was
Serving Trinity for Over 20 Years
-features simply because they are given the A.B".1 degree in 1935.
common and familiar. Historical
Open 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. - Every Day.
For two years he worked for the
comparisons can help avert this Resettlement Administration, fol? danger." For that, reason,; in try- lowed by a job as reporter for '•
i n g to identify what is distinctive the New York Post. His journa-.
about contemporary -formations listic career continued for/another
and their modes of action, Beer two years 'as a member of the
..has made, comparison? with,per- staff of Fortune magazine.
':•,,\ iods when politics was conducted In 1938 he went-to Harvard as an
differently. The .main purpose ih: instructor, where he received his
his book, he claimed, Is the light :Ph. D. -in 1942. Enlisting in the
it throws on the study of contemporary • affairs. It,brings out the army as a private, Beer eventually
novel features of parties and in- worked his. way up to captain at the
,-.: .
terest groups in the period of end of the war, ,,
"Collectivist politics," .Beer's Harvard appointed him. in. 1946,'
term for the contemporary type as an Assistant Professor' and two
of politics.
• , -, •
,. years -later.-Associate Professor,
He also believes that his histori- In addition, he was awarded a Fulbright. Fellowship as well as a
cal comparison reveals not, only
Guggenheim Fellowship in. 1953what is new, but also what is
1954. The Woodrow Wilson Foun: old., "It lights up continuities in
dation selected him as one of their
.;.'; British, political culture that are
;
members,' and the following year
• fundamental .to an, understanding
he became chairman of the De,.: .of; contemporary .British political
"Just over the Rocks"
209 Zlon St.
of Government at
•behavior," He continues to.argue • partment
"that the easy acceptance of group
H a r v a ' r d .
'; •".;•'. ;-."'. •••-.•
"/•.':•.,
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Tripod Plans Survey
An informal survey conducted
by the TRIPOD among 35 student
leaders found unanimous support
for the idea, of putting College
admissions on a Co-ed basis.
Members of the Senate, Medusa, Ivy, and COMPACT were
asked last week if they approved
of a co-ed Trinity College. Students questioned were asked to express approval or disapproval
in principle only.
Various methods of going coed include establishing ties
with near-by women's, colleges,
admitting varying numbe'rs of wo-
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Political Group Formed
To Initiate Liberal Action

men to each class, and exchanging
students with other schools.
The TRIPOD survey was conducted as a preliminary to an
A new political group, The Com- are boxed in by stringent regulaall-College poll which will be mittee
for Political Action tions concerning their conduct and
conducted this week. Students will (COMPACT),
been organized dull courses taught by dull
be asked to fill out a question- this week at thehas
College
order to teachers. Most of these schools are
naire, and volunteer comments initiate "liberal action" in
on
campus like machines: the object is to
and suggestions of their own.
and in the Hartford area, according proudly turn out as many products
to its spokesman, Ted Lieverman as possible.
They will also be asked to indi- •71.
"In most cases, students are
cate a preference under "methods
Lieverman, temporary chair- discouraged from thinking, beof achieving co-ed status."
man of COMPACT, says he uses cause that slows down the machine.
Percentage numbers, and com- the
"liberal action" because, It's absurd," Jimenez continued.
pletion dates will also be open to 'theterm
main criticism of liberals
The project Lieverman excomment and voting.
seems to be that they never push plained will begin with an inhard enough to attain their phil- vestigation of the area high schools
osophic goals. We intend to push." to discover in which specific ways
In its Statement of Principles, the schools are deficient. The inthe Committee for Political Action vestigation will include interviews
defines itself as filling the void with students, teachers, prinbetween "the ineffectual rhetoric of cipals, school board officials,
current political liberalism and the and parents; observations of
controversial actions of the radical classes in session; and use of
national studies concerning seleft." ,
One of COMPACT'S first pro- condary education. Michael, who
jects will be a High School Educa- has a Bachelor of Science degree
tion Project in the Hartford area. in Education from University ofx
Led by Michael Jimenez '70 and Hartford, will be co-ordinating resecond year graduate student search.
Richard Michael, the project will
Another project of COMPACT is
be aimed at helping high school a campaign co-ordinating comstudents "participate more fully mittee. Headed by Kurt Willcox
in- their education". Jimenez ex- '70, and Rolf Jenson '71, the complained, "Most high school students mittee will encourage and organize
students to work for progressive
anti-war candidates for the U.S.
Congress. Atthe present according
to Willcox, the committee has not
endorsed any candidates; however,
the subject of endorsements is to
be considered at the full commitee
meeting Thursday.
COMPACT has also initiatedthe
Biafran
Emergency Relief Fund,
Adler 72s, Alfred! Orion; and Nylon!
Buta person could go to business in them,
Since high school you haven't had anything they're so refined,
like this on your feet...
Believe me, Alfred, with Adler 72s your feet
nice and thick... comfy like gym socks.
could beon TV in living color! .

THE OLD CAVE

POW ALFRED, POW.

although Lieverman is quick to
emphasize that this is a nonpolitical project and that COMPACT does not control the fund,
"We are theoretically a partisan
group," comments Lieverman,
"and when about 6,000 women and
children are starving each day,
politics sort of go out the window."
The following is the Statement of
Principles released by the Com- •,
mittee for Political Action:
In this year of 1968, as we witness the conflicts that now threaten
to immobilize this country, we
realize that America must become
a responsible democratic community in more than just words.
We believe that a political vacuum
exists between the ineffectual rhetoric of current political liberalism and the controversial actions
of the radical left.;-.
We Intend to fill this void with
an organization dedicated to implementing a society more nearly
based on social, political, and
economic equality, with a guarantee of civil liberties and civil
rights for all Americans,
We intend:
-To work for an end to the increasingly savage and unjustifiable American military involvement in Vietnam; and to further
the debate on our foreign policy,
which lias become increasingly inconsistent with our goals as a
nation.
-To commit ourselves to the
(Continued on Page 6)

Codified Rules...
(Continued from Page 1)
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on which action -will be deferred
until they have been fully discussed
by the full Council. One such Item,
pareltal hours, will be reviewed
at length following an inquiry into
how the absence of any parietal
hour restrictions protects the
rights of students attending Wesleyan University, Long Island University and the University of
Rochester,
Other items yet to be considered
are: 1) Possession, use or distribution -of hallucinogenic or narcotic drugs, 2) All matters pertaining to the use of alcoholic
beverages, and 3) Discrimination
against a member of the community on the basis of appearance.
First on the Agenda for consideration at the next Council meetIng, October 2, will be the procedures for amendlngtheproposed
Judicial System. Itwasalsoagreed
to consider a paper prepared by
Professor Richard K, Morris
containing suggestions for changes •
In the report of the Commission
on Regulatory Procedures.
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Hair Stylists - Men
Hair Straightening
Razor Cuts

tel.-249-5611

The regulations approved by
the Council and the President are:
• A. Offenses Applicable to Faculty,
Administrators, Students, and
their respective Organizations
1. Abuse or physical assault of
any person •
i
2. The unauthorized use or unauthorized, possession of weapons sucli as firearms, air
rifles, ammunition, explosives
or fireworks of all kinds.
3. Turning In a' false fire'alarm,
4. Tampering with or rendering
inoperable
any structures,
equipment or supplies that are
for the common safety and welfare.
5. Dishonesty, such as cheating, •
plagiarism, forgery, or unauthorized alteration or theft of College documents.
6. Misuse of Instruments of identification.
7. Knowingly furnishing false Information to or of the College.
8. Disturbance of the peace or
disorderly or Indecent conduct.
9. Interference with, free and
open discussion, Including i the
disruption of invited speakers.
10. Interference with entrance to
or egress from the College or
any College facility.
11. Discrimination 'against a
member of the College community on the basis of race,
creed, color, sex, or national
origin.
12. Theft or willful destruction,
damage, defacement, or misuse
of College property or of the
property of others.
13. Unauthorized entry into College buildings or storage areas.
14. Repeated violation of campus
regulations on the operation and "
parking of vehicles.
15. Interference with authorized
recruitment.
B. Offenses Applicable to Special
Groups or Special Occasions
1. Violation of administrative
regulations concerning dances,
parties, and organized social
affairs.
2. Violation of the special administrative regulations in force
during vacation periods.
3. Violation of the special administrative regulations governing the conduct of fraternity
affairs.
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Activities In South CampusTo Augment Social Schedule
Stephen R. Lundeen '69, one of
the organizers of the "social dorm"
in South Campus Dormitory A, expects that the new facility will
provide for its residents many of
the advantages which fraternities
offer their members.
Occupants of the new dorm, when
asked about its advantages, stressed its planned social activites as
one of the major advantages. Rick
Werner '72 said that occasions
Kurt Willcox 7 0 , Dr. H. McKim Steele, and Ted Lieverman 7 1 , such as the mixer held on September 27 presented alternatives to
working for the Biafra fund.
attending mixers and dances at
other .colleges, Mark Adair "71,
though a member of a fraternity,
of
the
Biafra
Emergency
Relief
(Continued from Page 1)
that the social dorm could
Fund and urges all members of the agreed
canvass of all'students, soliciting Trinity
be a substitute for fraternity acti-..
community
to
give
generfunds and workers. This money, ously in the interest of humanity. vities.
he said, would be used to print
Biafra, formerly the southSome of the residents of the exand send out appeals to all memperimental dorm who also belong to
bers of the College community, es- eastern section of Nigeria, seceded
on
May
30,
1967,
following
fraternities cited the prospect of a
pecially alumni and parents of
students. Steele expressed his hope widespread persecution of the Ibd
"good room" as a reason for living
that eventually the fund would be tribe, which makes' up about 2/3
in the special dorm.
aimed at the entire Hartford com- of the new nation. Anxious to reAnother advantage of the new faunite the country, the Nigerian
munity.
cility, mentioned the residents,
government
quickly
brought
its
The following is the text of the
was the freedom from ordinary
resolution passed by the Senate vastly superior military might to
college dormitory regulations
bear
on
the
Biafrans,
The
federal
Sunday night:
which the new residence enjoys.
WHEREAS there is 1widespread government methodically reAccording to Dean of Students Dr.
captured
the
land,
until
now
some
starvation and suffering because of
Roy Health, the social dorm is as
five
million
Ibos
possess
less
than
the war between the Federal
independent of college rules as are
two
thousand
square
miles
of
land.
Government of Nigeria and the
the fraternities. Rick Werner felt
State of Biafra, and
Because of a federal government
that the dormitory "allows each inWHEREAS the majority of vic- blockade, Biafra was until recently .. dividual to take responsibility for
tims are" non-combatants; that is, completely cut off-from receiving his own actions."
food or medical supplies from outwomen and children,
An occupant of the dorm, who is
T'HEREFOKE, the Trinity Col- side agencies. It was estimated that also a fraternity brother, declared
lege Student Senate firmly en- thousands of women and children that the new residence provides
were dying each day as the result
dorses the humane and commany advantages but lacks the
passionate fund-raising campaign of malnutrition.
friendship between members which

Biafra Fund...

120 Danforth Fellowships
To Be Granted In Marcfi

Ehrenberg
Awarded

Inquiries about the Danforth
Graduate Fellowships, to be
awarded inMarch,1969,are invited,
according to Professor.E. La B,
Cherto'onnier, Department of Religion., the local campus representative. '

Scholarship

religious and democratic heritage,
and to strengthening the essential
quality of education. The Foundation seeks to servethese purposes
through activity in education and
urban affairs. In education, particular emphasis is placed upon secondary and higher education in
° The, Fellowships, offered by .the , the United States and especially on
Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, the liberal arts and sciences. In
Missouri, are open to men and urban affairs, priority is given
women who are seniors or recent to the support of efforts, largely
. graduates of accredited colleges in in the St Louis area, in the fields
the United States, who have serious of employment, education and
interest in college teaching as a housing.
career, and who plan to study for
a Ph.D. in a field common to the
The Foundation is both an
undergraduate college. Applicants
may be single or married, must operating and grant-making agen. be less than thirty years of age cy; that is, it makes grants to
at the time of application, and may schools, colleges, universities and
not have undertaken any graduate other public and private agencies,
or professional study beyond the aiid also administers programs designed to reflect Its central
•baccalaureate.
emphases.
Approximately 120 Fellowships
_ will, be awarded in; March, 1969.
"Candidates-must be nominated'by
Liaison Officers of their undergraduate institutions by November
1, 1968. The Foundation does not
"'accept direct applications for the '
Fellowships.
.
; Danforth Graduate Fellows are
eligible, for four years of financial
assistance, with a maximumannual
'"••living stipend: of"$2400;.:for single
Fellows "ami $2950. for- married:
Fellows, plus tuition and fees. Dependency allowances are available.
Financial need is not a; .condition
;..'•• r V: for consideration;
Danforth Fellows may hold other',
fellowships such as Ford, Fulbright, National ^Science, Rhodes,
Woodrow Wilson, etc. concur. rently, and will be Danforth Fellows without stipend until the other
awards lapse.
;

. The Danforth Fourtda.tion was
-created in 19,27 by the late Mr.
•and Mrs. William H. Daaforth of
St, Louis as a philanthropy devoted
to giving aid and encouragement to
persons, to emphasizing the
humane values that come from a

might provide, Lundeen stated that
there were no plans to request
Senate funds to supplement the
$2200 collected from those living
in the dorm.

a fraternity provides. He stated
that he would like to see an expansion of the social dorm concept
so that it would promote closer
contact between residents.
The lOOstudents who live in the
social dorm are drawn from all
four classes with approximately
equal representation from each
class. Applications were accepted
last year from students who wished
to occupy the planned facility. According to Lundeen, if more
students applied from a certain
class than could be accepted, the
names of those to be admitted
were picked at random. The freshmen residing in the dorm were
chosen by the admissions office.
All freshmen assigned to the social dorm were asked if they were
willing to live in the special, facility and pay the $20 social assessment
required of each
occupant. All but one of the freshmen.accepted.

Vice president and treasurer
of the Senate, Peter Ehrenberg,
is the recipient of aCrownZellerback
Foundation Scholarship,
awarded on the basis of his "promise and achievement to contribute
most significantly to society as a
whole and to his field of endeavor
in particular," according to the
San
Francisco based foundation.
•v Ehrenberg, a member of Pi
Gamma Mu, was recently named
a member of the IS-member Trinity .College Council/Last June,
Ehrenberg received the Ferguson Academic Prize in political
science and received the Human
Relations award for founding and
organizing the Trinity Seminar
Program for local area high school
students.

CAMPUS
NOTES
Politics
The Committee for Political Action (COMPACT) will meet Thursday night at 9:00 inAlumni Lounge.
All interested students and faculty
members are invited to attend.
Blood Drive

According to Heath, the dorm's
activities are supported solely by
the $20 dollars received from each
student and any money the Senate

Anyone interested in volunteer
work for the Trinity College Blood
Drive to be held on October 29th
and 30th should come to an organizational meeting; on Thursday,
October 3rd, at 7:45 p.m., in Mr,
Shilkret's office, Mather Hall.
P 1 Kappa Alpha

Need

Extra

Officers:

Income?

Flexible hours now available
tor, full or part time work
from two to seven hour shifts,
day or nights. You can arrange hours so as not to
interfere withyour obligations.
To arrange an interview call:
Friendly Ice Cream Shop
1235 Farmington Aye.
, _W.est Hartford^—Gonri,——-521-5651

' President-David A. Seidel '69
Vice President-Brian D. Winter '69
Secretary-David S. Carman ' 70
Sgt. At Arms-Pierre C, deSaint
Fralle-'7O
Steward-Clark H. Rowell '69
Pledge Master-James B. Tyler
'69 '
Watkinson Library Hours
Mon. - Fri. 8:30a.m.-5:00p.m.,
7:00-10:00 p.m. Tuesday, in
addition, 10:00-12:00 p.m. Sat.
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
r.'ATIONAL TYPEWRITER
COMPANY
Headquarters for OLYMPIA
Precision Built Typewriter

115

Sales—Rental — Service
' Supplies for All Makes of
Office Machines
. Special
Rental Rates to-Students
247 Asylum St.
.Hartford
Telephone 527-1 115

street

fi.VK HI' . U t K H r r . v s FINK RTI.'IUW
CLOIKP Ml MQMBAT

• Janrjes M. Howard
Collegemaster Represen.

For A

vT|rne

THE COLLEGE PLAN
;;

225-8757

for

THE COLLEGE MAN
Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

College

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
Special This Week

Blankets

TOfj

One Day Service

Route 5;

Berlin Turnpike
Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services

10 Minutes from Trinity
Live Music 18-23
Admission $2.50

;.

Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
AIIBut The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00
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s luuy ddy as Im bdiely nusjbSd lajpiny gub. Ju y
(left) quarterbacked the Hilltoppers, while John Hayes (right) masterminded the Ephmen.

Football: *A Daq of Frustration on the
POWER AND FINESSE: Web Jones used both as he
ground out 112 yards before leaving the game with
an injury. At far left, he dances his way past Eph
defenders, whiie in the center photo, he'smashes
through.

NCHES FROM VICTORY: Trinity's Peter Meachem (above) narrowly
nvsses blocking a Williams punt. Sophomores Mike James (left), who
returned a punt for a TD, and Spencer Knapp (right), who made several
irabs like this one, showed why last year's frosh went unbeaten.

Photos hy Jerry Hatch and Mike Sample
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Williams Wins Opener, 31-14;
Jones, Bernardoni All Right
By Judd Freeman

reverse punt return near the con- charge led by Mike Cancelliere,
clusion of the third stanza. Taking Wlnick re-entered the contest. The
a hand off from DaveKiarsis, Mike accurate Eph kicker succeeded in.
James raced 57 yards behind a wall a 33 yard field goal endeavor to
of blockers to narrow the Ephmen give Williams a 17-7 lead with
margin to 17-14. A deflated crew of just 3:30 remaining before the inWilliams players sat stunned on termission.
the bench.
The Hilltopper defense, buoyed
by this sudden turn, crushed two
Torn Over ©nee
enemy offensive efforts thereby
permitting the attack to get the ball
for
on Trin's 22. The Bantams had
now to play, however, without the
Picture Page
services of Web Jones who suffered a mild leg injury covering a
punt on the initial play of the final
As luck would have it, the bluequarter.
and-gold marched down the field •
As abruptly astheblue-and-gold to the Eph's three only to have time
had captured the upper-hand, they run out as'Bernardoni attempted to
lost it. Following a first down at get off a pass.
the 36, quarterback, Jay BernarMost of the final half involved
doni was smothered on the._23 by superior defensive efforts by both
defensive end John Woodruff.
squads, The Kphmen squashed a
iviike James returns a Williams punt for a touchdown as Jim graves runs
The crucial play in the game for productive Trin rushing attack of
interference.
Trinity came in the fourth quarter 143 first half yards by holding them
(Hatch photoV
when Bantam punter MarkComeau to minus. 2 5 after the break. Forced Trinity, Expecting many fullback
dropped a less than perfect Barry to the air, Bernardoni completed 12 lead blocking setups, the Bantams
Sheckley snap to givei Williams
of 23 in the concluding half to finish were fooled by the counter running
Web Jones breaks a tackle.
possession at the Trinity 15. Five with 29 of 51 for 246 yards.
' and quarterback options. The replays later fullback Jon Petke
Until Jones was sidelined, the sulting holes in the defensive line
(Hatch photo)
bounced in from one to give
fans at Jessee Field with 214 yards Williams an insurmountable 24-14 junior had earned 112 yards in 14 at- often left "Cance" one-on-one with
tempts, but only 13 yards in 5 the Williams' backs. Tom Duncan,
in 20 carries.
lead with 6:25 left.
(forced to go both ways after Dan
rushes after the intermission.
But football takes more than just
Shortly thereafter, MaitlandpolMuch of the credit must go to all Nichols broke his hand,) and Haldy
one performer to realize victory. ished off a successful afternoon
Gifford assisted the Hilltopper
The Bantams had apparently off- with a 76-yard scamper on a half- New England linebacker Ross Wil- captain
in a Trinity effort to halt
set their earlier mistakes with a back counter to produce the 31-14 son and Carl Watras, and Hol- the
opponent's potent ground
brooks for snuffing out several
final.
•promising forays; and to the attack.
by Michael Gllboy
Thus Williams erased last sea- secondary for preventing the BirdNext week, Bates will be a
son's 13-13 deadlock between the bomb.
formidable foe, having beaten
second and third ranked elevens in
On the other hand, Captain Mike' Middlebury 18-0 and Norwich 32-0.
"We have a potentially good
the New England small college Cancelliere played an outstanding The Bobcats will invade Jessee's Freshman football squad this
arena. All that remained was the game as a middle linebacker for Football Emporium at -2 o'clock. year," started Frosh Coach Mike
pondering of what had been billed
r
OTrar7e^7^
7 DurT'ffiTiot~suTe""h6w
I must commend Mr. Titus on one of the top Eastern small colthey will finish." He looks for
his wise and conservative deci- lege clashes of the season.
strong ' Freshman teams from
sions of the previous week (he hit
* **
Union, Springfield, Amherst, and
nine out of ten correct). I do not
the Coast Guard Academy.
agree however, that the '68 college
The Hill toppers fell behind midfootball season "should be as exCoach Moonves, with only one
citing as any." Thus, I feel it is way through the first stanza as
scrimmage under his belt, was
my duty to create and motivatethe John Hayes ran a perfect roll out
reluctant to discuss strategy, but
excitement of the '68 season with drawing the defense in, and then
he did say that he hopes to use a
pitching
to
Jim
Dunn.
The
senior
eye-popping and tear-jerking
two
platoon system even though the
prognostications. Let me com- running back glided seven yards
team lacks size (only three boys
mence with the upset of the week: without being challenged to paydirt.
weigh in at over 200 pounds). He
Miami, I7-USC 14: For Miami to' Mark Winick's conversion gave
expects the passing attack to be
William's
a
7-0
lead.
win, O. J. must be halted in his
better
than last year, but doesn't,
Trinity struck just one minu'te
tracks. .With the new super comthink the running will be as strong.
bination of Olivo-Kalina, the Hur- later to knot the score at 7-7 on a
ricanes will conduct the storm. halfback pass of 10 yards from
Freshman Coaches this year, in
Gettysburg, 3-Tufts, 2: Neither sophomore Kiarsis to split end Ron
addition
to Moonves are: Don Barteam deserves to play, less win. Martin. Jones had previously elecrows,a Trinity Graduate Assistant,
Tufts claims scholars are lonely. trified the crowd with a gutty 39
Paul Giardi - a teacher from East
Have a nice ride home. Jumbos. yard sprint to set up the tally. Two of the few times all afternoon Trinity got to Quarterback John Hartford
High School, and Larry
The
teams
then
traded
fumbles
j
Notre Dame, 27-Iowa, 7: Iowa
Kessler
a'67 graduate of Trinity,
Hayes.
In
the
top
photo
Mike
Cancelliere
leads
a
vicious
defensive
ca'nnot pull two upsets in a season. as the Bantams recovered a John
who is now here as a Graduate stuHanratty and Seymour will star Haye's bobble on their one while charge. Below, although Cancelliere prefers to work from the bottom dent.
once again. Watch big lineman Williams fell on a loose pigskin on up, Mike James seems to have the situation well in hand.
Freshman soccer Coach Robie
their 11 to, halt potential scoring
George Kunz.
Shults,
having only a relatively few
(Hatch
photos)
threats.
Oregon State, 21-Washington, 7:
number of practices to judge from,
Following a Bob Bower intercepCould be a glamorous game, bewas equally as unsure as Moonves.
cause it will be televised, but the tion of a Bernardoni aerial on the
There are 32 boys out for freshman
Beavers are back in the victory Ephmen 21', Maitland blasted 62
soccer, not counting Will Whetzel
yards,
for
a
touchdown.
Winick's
groove after loss to Iowa!
who is disabled by a knee cartilage.
Texas A. & M.,21-FloridaState, placement made it 14-7 with seven
Also on the team is Peter GreL- .
20-Look out! Lots of explosives 1 minutes left in the half.
singer, the brother of Al, last
Trinity drove 34 yards after the
Both have lost but the Aggies canyear's Varsity offensive standout.
klckoff to reach the 49. John Holnot forget LSU.
brooks
thenpieked
off
another
BerUCLA, 34-Syracuse, 31: Game
While no position is yet filled, ;
should be terrific. Bolden nrust nardoni pass and ran 39 yards to
Coach Shults plans to rely on the :
take over where Beban left off, the Bantam 19.
following boys: Doug Snyder, who :
Thwarted on three rushing atwhile 230 pound Newton must rescored the only Trinity goal in \
tempts by an inspired defensive
place Csonka.
last week's scrimmage, as a for- |
Harvard, 31-Bucknell, 7: Pray
ward; Bayard Fiechter at Cen- •
the game is played. Bucknell may
ter Halfback,Skip Abendroth,Whit- \
become lost in Cambridge—pro- TRINITY
WILLIAMS
ney Cook, George Coyle, and Peter i,
bably for the better. Watch Crim- 21
first downs
336
Robinson, four boys of equal (
son soph sensation, Richie Szaro. 118
net yeards rushing
ability, will be alternating at the i
Alabama, 14-Mlssissippl, O: The
passes attempted/
10/5
Inside positions. John Simone and \
completed
61
Tide is rebuilding, but with Bryant 52/30
yards passing
397
David Pemmerl will be the,;
on the field and Wallace in the 246
364
3
total offense
goalies.
I
stands, the South may still secede. 2
Passes Intercepted by
T
fumbles lost > • 7/35
California, 13-San Jose State, 10: 1
5
punting average
This team should have more of-!
Game may not be exciting, but half- 8/3S.4
35
yards penalized
fenslve strength and not as strong;
time show will be outstanding:
a defense than last year's Frosh;:
Rushing: Jonas—14 carries for 112
Harry Edwards and Dionne Warwhich relied on an overpowering!
wick will be directing the Black yards.
Tully—2 carries for 4 yards.
defense to post its 5-2 record.:
Panther Marching Band, and it
Kiarsis—3 carries for 18 yards.
Freshman soccer opens this
is reported that Huey Newton may
Bernardoni—11 carries for 16 yards.
Knapp—1 carry for 6 yards.
Saturday here at 12:30 against
be in attendance.
Bernardoni~29 for 51 for
M.I.T., and frosh football the foi-j"
Penn State, 34-West Virginia, 7: 236Passing:
yards.
lowing Friday October 11, at Union1
Anything to catch up with Titus.
Klarsis~l for 1 for 10 yards.
at 2:00.
:
Ephmen tailback, JackMaitland,
put on a tremendous offensive display in. leading Williams to a .31-14
triumph -over Trinity in the 1968
opener for both squads. Flashing
the form that merited his nomination as ECAC player-of-1967, the
195 pound junior awed the 5000

Freshman
Coaches
Optimistic

Khoury's
Kalculations

w.

the facts.,.

